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INTR0DU(1TI()N.

This is a new study of one of the oldest subjects in entomology. It

\s an application of' the n.ethods of comparative morphology to the

interpretation of some external characters universally employed in

3y8tematic work upon insects.

I
The richly veined wings of dragon-flies have been carefully studied

i)y many able entomologists; their interesting peculiarities are well

known -/the homologies of the various parts of the wing have been

determined throughout the order; and there already exists a consider-

able body of evidence as to the nature and extent of variation in

Jvenational characters. There has been as yet no serious effort to use

khese characters to determine genealogic succession within the order

Sit is the main purpose of this paper to translate the records of natural

I

selection as written in the al)undant characters of these wings..

At the outset I wish to acknowledge ipy indebtedness to the follow-

! ino- oentlemen, who have all aided me generously: To Prof. J. H. Com-

' stock, of Cornell Universitv, I am indebted first of all for constant

I

advice throughout the progress of this study; to Mr. Samu(4 Henshaw,

'

of the IVIuseum of Comparative Zoology, for free use of the llagen

Collection of Odonata during a stay of two months m Cambridge; to

Dr R T. Jackson, of Harvard University, for similar privileges in

the study of the fossil Odonata of the same museum; to l^i'- !'• ?•

Calvert, of the University of Pennsylvania, for the loan of valuable

specimens; to Monsieur R. Martin, of Le Blanc, for the gift ot speci-

mens- and to Dr. S. H. Scudder, for the privilege of examining the

types of fossil Odonata in his collection, and also some of his original

unpublished drawings.
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I. THE ONTOGENY OF THE VENATION.

Historical.

It is pleasant to find that the first contribution to the knowledge of

developing veins was made by Dr. Hagen. In 1846 he published a

little paper, a page in length, entitled Ueber die Bildung des Geaders
der Libellen-tiiigel," In this he wrote that by simply rubbing the

expanding wing of a transforming dragon-fly between the thumb andi

finger the two membranes of the wing may be slipped apart, audit
will be readily seen that the venation is double, i. e., developed alike;

in both membi-anes, and that the double network thus formed is united'

and exactly coincident along the courses of the wing trachea. At this

day one who wishes to see the relation of veins to trachea3 can hardly
do better than repeat this simple experiment. Thus he may at leasts

see, a thing too little comprehended hitherto, that the trachea? passing
out from the body cavity into the wing cavity are essentially internal

organs as compared with the cuticular (hypodermal) thickenings formed
about them constituting the veins.

Oswald Heer appears to have been the first to use the wings of

dragon-fly nymphs as an aid to interpreting the homologies of the adult

venation.* He made no use of trachea?, however, but only of the
veins marked upon the exterior of the wing sheath, these being essen-
tially the same a.s the veins in the adult only served to confirm him in

an erroneous interpretation of homologies.

Roster first figured the tracheation of a nymphal wing.^ His figure
(of ^Exclina cyanea) was made to show tracheal distribution without
reference to venation. It is in several points incorrect, and a chance
remark in the text shows that Roster did not perceive the order which I

exists in the ai-rangement of the trachea?.''

In 1888 Brauer and Redtenbacher published a paper on immature
insect wings, using mainly a species of /Eschna to show the fallacy of
Adolph's theory of alternating convex and concave veins.*^ Of the*

"Stettiner Ent. Zeit., VII, pp. 115-116. A similar paper by Dr. Hagen, Kurze >

Benierkung ueber das Flugelgeiider der Insecten ( Wien. Ent. Zeit., V, pp. 311-312),
was called out in 1886 by the theories with which Adolph and Redtenbacher IukI
encumbered their useful works upon the homologies of the wing veins in general.
Then in 1889 he published (Spaltung eines Fliigels um das dopplete Adernetz zn
zeigen, Zool. Anz., XI, pp. 377-378) a similar article with a figure, shewing the main
facts set forth in all these papers.

''Heer, Oswald, Die Insectenfauna der Tertiargebilde von Oeningen und von
Badoboj in Croatien, Neue Denkschr. Schweiz. Ges., XI, 1850, Libellulidw, pp.
36-89, pi. IV.

'Roster, D. A., Contributo all 'anatomia ed allabiologia degli Odonata, Bull. Soc.
Ent. Ital., XVII, pp. 256-268, 2 pis.

'/Mandando in questo percoreo cinque o sei diramazioni che innervano intrecciandosi
in rano modo, la superficie dell 'ala. [The italics are mine.—J. G. N.]
^Ein Beitrag zur Entwickelung des Flugelgeaders der Insecten, Zool. Anz., XI,

pp. 443-447.
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>ranches of a single main tractiea, some were shown to be incorporated

nto convex and some into concave veins. Thus disappeared the fun-

lamental difference which had been assmncd to exist between the two

iLinds of veins.

i Brauer and Iledtenbacher also affirmed that the homology of veins

n remotely related insects is only to be determined by the study of

f,heir developuient—a suggestion which has until (juite recently been

[generally commended in theory and more generally disregarded in

practice.

i Brogniart, in his Etude sur la nervulation des ailes des insectes/'

figures both the tracheation and the venation in careful detail, and

ipoints out the close correspondence between the two. He fails to

^•ecognize the individuality of the veins and trachea% however, desig-

nating mere branches as independent veins, and he confuses the

identity of one branch (Bs) by giving it a different designation in the

cwo stages.

\ The foregoing papers have shown (without expressly stating) the

following points: (1) The precedence of the trachea and the subse-

jquent development of the veins about them, through hypodermal

selevations becoming paired troughs, which by fusion become hollow

,tu^es inclosing the tracheiv; (2) the difference in kind, and (3) the

^correspondence in arrangement between the two structures: and (4)

the fact that simpler conditions are found in the earlier stages.

I have traced the development of the venation through a series of

nymphal stages and have published recently, in collaboration with

Professor Comstock. a preliminary account of it.'^ but nuist for present

purposes review the matter more at length.

I ONTOGENY IN (JOMPHUS DESCKIPTUS.

For the present I pass l)y all points of histological structure, not as

being uninteresting or unimportant, but as being uness(>ntial to the

specific problem now in hand. 1 shall deal in this paper with facts

that may be observc^l without the aid of sections, and, for the most

part, with no special preparation whatever.''

Six principal trache?^ traverse the wing of a dragon-tiy in all stages.

These arise verv earlv in the l)udding wing, springing separately from

a longitudinalthoracic tracheal trunk which makes a slight bend

outward to meet the base of the wing. These trachea' and their cor-

" Recherches sur lea insectes fossiles, etc., Paris, 1894. See especially pp. 204-208,

and pi. vni. -v-x-x-ir
'' Comstock, J. H., and Needhani, J. G., The Wings of Insects, Anier. >at., VXXli

and XXXIII, 1898 and 1899; Art. Odonata, XXXII, pp. 903-911, 9 figs.

'•The only preparation necessary to demonstrate the facts cited in the folloxvmg

pages is that of the wings of nymphs, which should he removed fresh, mounted

quickly in glycerin jelly, and cooU-d su.ldenly (to retain the air in the trachea- )
,

and

are then ready for observation.
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responding veins will be designated, beginning at the anterior margini

of the wing, by the following names and abbreviations:

1. Costa [C). -l- Media {M.).

2. Subcosta{Sc.). •'>• Cuhitns {Cu.).

3. lindius{R.). 6. Anal veins {A.).

Typical branches will be designated by added numerals (as J/j, J^,'.

J/j, and 3£^, designating from front to rear the branches of the media),

except the posterior division of the radius, which has received thei

special name of "radial sector" (Es.). Accessory and secondary

branches will be designated by small letters added in the order of thei

development of the branches (as i?.s',„ i?.s>^, ^.s',.^ etc., for the secondary

branches of the radial sector).

Fig. 1 represents the tracheae in two early stages of the development]'

of the nymphal wing of Gomphui^ descrlptus. A is from a nymph less-

than one-fourth grown, the wing 1 mm. long. The trachete so closely

resemble those in the developing wings of insects of many other orders

there can he no doubt as to their homologv. The radial sector is

Fig. 1.

—

Trachea.tion of the wings of two nymphs of Oomphus dcscriptus Banks, two early •

STAGES. For explanation of lettering see text; also, n = nodus and St = SUPERTRIANGLE.
I

simple—it is generally branched in other orders—and there is a single

anal vein. In other orders there are oftenest three." Otherw^ise the

tracheie are entirely t^^pical at this stage. It is worthy of note that

at this stage the wing is somewhat bilaterally symmetrical and the

trachea^ are of almost equal size and length.

Fig 1. B is from an older nymph with wings 3 mm, long. The twc

marginal tracheae are reduced or, rather, outstripped by their com-

petitors, the wing has become quite unsymmetrical, and the radial

sector has come to lie across the distal end of the media.

Fig. 2 represents the tracheation of both fore and hind wings of a

grown nymph of the same species. The costal trachea is so dwarfed

as hardly to enter the costal vein. The radial sector lies back of the

two anterior branches of the media which it crosses. The othei

ti'achea', also, are assuming their definitive positions, and some of them

are becoming strongly angulated at the middle and toward the base ol

the wing.

These three stages show clearly how the primitive insect wing ha!-/

"Prol)al)ly tlu" three terminal ])rancheHi of this trachea represent the typical tirst.

second, and third anal trachetc fused together.
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been modilied to produce the Odonate type, in which the most anom-

lou.s thing is the crossing of the radial >!ector over two hranchcs of

he media. I can not now suggest even a possi])lc reason why this

jhould have taken place. It is apparently a character (luite dis-

inctive of the order Odonata.

A photograph of fore and hind wings of a grown nymph of the

iame species, showing the tracheae and the veins together as they

Ippear during the last nymphal stage, is reproduced in Plate XXXI,

fio-. 1. This will assist greatly in comparing the adult wings shown in

4g. 3 with the preceding figures. This also shows that certain well-

Snown features of the dragon-fly wing are due to strong cuticularisation

Fig. 2—Fore and hind wings of a grown nymph of Gomphus descriptus, showing trache.*-.

The permanent venation which shows distinctly at this stage is omitted.

between the tracheae. Such are the stigma (sf.), the nodus (>^), and

parts of the arculus (ar.) and triangle (f.).

The radial sector.—In the adult wing (fig. 3) the radial sector appears

to be a branch of the media. It has always been so interpreted. The

only indication of its connection with the radius is the persistent

obliquity of an apparent cross vein between veins J/., and Rs. This

is in fact not a cross vein, but a part of the radial sector, while the

longitudinal trunk (hr.) extending proximally from this point to (^on-

nect vein lis with vein J/i+/' is not homoloa-ous with any principal

vein, but is a secondary structure developed for mechanical advantage.

There will be seen in the plate a recurrent tracheal twig preceding this

structure.

«The plus sign is thus used as a convention for indicating united branches or

tracheje, the numerals it connects designating the branches conjoined.

Proc. N. M. vol. xxvi—02 48
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Arculus and triangle.—The radius and the media tend from the firsl'

to unite at the base, and in the adult wing appear to form a single veii

as far as the arculus. But even in the adult wing this vein may be

seen, as pointed out by Brogniart, to be composed of two, whose unior

he aptly compared to that of the barrels of a gun. Media suddenh!;

bends away from the radius and is met by a cross vein from the cubi;

tus, and thus the arculus is formed. A similar deflection of the cul)ita

trachete just beyond the arculus makes a place for the development oji

the triangle, which is completed hy two cross veins approximated upoi
vein J\f^. Thus only the upper end of the arculus and the inner sid(

of the triangle are formed from principal veins.

Fig. 3.—Venation of the imago of Gotuiihitt; dc^criptus.

Tracheji? and cuticular thickenings thus combine to produce a m\u[\u
insect wing, whose chief peculiarities arise from three transversa
unions of its veins, at stigma, nodus, and arculus, respectively. Adde(
to the usual thickening of veins and corrugation of membrane at th(

front border, those three unions make the part of the wing whicl
cuts the air and supports other parts very strong. It will be observec
that at the stigma })ut two or three veins are thus conjoined, at th(
nodus, more, and at the arculus (by means of parts accessory to th(
arculus) all the principal veins are bound together across the basa
part of the wing. A line drawn from the outer end of the stigmi
to the hind angle of the triangle divides the wing into two ai^as
the anterior of which includes the strong framework of the wing
whd.^ the other is yielding membrane with weak venation, adapting th(
wing for that rapid sculling action in air by which forward motion i.-

produced.
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II. THE STUDY OF THE WING BY AREAS.

These three points of transverse bracing- are also the points about

which have phxyed the forces wliich have evolved tlu^ dragon-fly wing.

They are the points about which one can best follow the shifting of

veins and trachetv. In a study of genealogy one can hardly do l)etter,

therefore, than to discuss the wing by areas with these points as

centers, drawing freely upon ontog-eny, comparative anatomy, and
paleontology for evidence of the changes that have taken place.

THE AREA OF THE STIGMA.

The stigma is developed upon the cutting edge of the wing at the

point of greatest impact against the air. It would seem to serve the

Fig. 4.—Ptero.stigmas; p, ok Aikix jimiiis Oiury; 7. ok Minthiiria innreclln Sei.ys: r, ok Nro(jo»iplius

iiii}lciitug Sklys; s, of Uropetala carovci Selys; t, ok Ayrion mcrcurinlc CHARrE.VTiER: «, of Anoma-

laurion liasfatitm Say; v, of Tliorc gUjanlea Selys; xv, of Mccisloyagtcr liicniia Dri'KY; .r, Calopleri/j:

maciihtta BKAVXoiti; //, MicioKtifiiiia si''!; z, Mkruatiiima riilundafHiii, Ski.ys, iiink win(;.

double purpose of tirndy uniting Mic veins of the Front margin and of

iucreasiri"' the elliciiMicv of the wing stroke l)v adding weight at this
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striking- point. Its shape and extent vary considerably and are often

characteristic of groups; but the stig'ma seems not to contain in itself

such characters for the critical determination of the coui-se of speciali-

zation as are furnished by surrounding parts.

In the wings of the more generalized members of several families:!

of Odoiiata there is ])etween veins i?i and J/j a series of cross veins,

several of which fall directlv under the stigma, and all of which are (

nearly or quite perpendicular to the veins they connect. One of these
(j

cross veins which happens to lie at the proximal end of the stigma;

waxes stronger than its feilow\s, and is set in an oblique position in suchi

way as to strongly brace the stigma against vein 31^. Three not

remotely related Gomphinfe will illustrate the stages in the develop-

^

ment of this strong brace from an ordinary cross vein. In Ejngom-]

plim 2^aludo8us (fig. 8) the proximal end of the stigma has no cross ij

vein exactl^v in line with it; in Cydophylla d/phylla (Plate XXXIV,
fig. 1) it is in line, but little strengthened; but in Gom.pltus dilatatus

(Plate XXXIII, fig. 1) it has become a strong and evident brace. K\

parallel series might be pointed out among the ^schninte (compare

such genera as StaurojMehia (Plate XXXIX, lig. 2), Basia^scJina

(Plate XXXVII, fig. 2), and Gynacantha (Plate XXXIX, fig. 3), and

the Agrioninfc offer another parallel, with the addition of an interest-

ing feature, which is illustrated by a series of such g-enera as Lestes

(Plate LIU, fig. 1), Philogenia (Plate LIU, fig. 4), Argia (Plate LIU,

fig. 5), and JSfeJudlennia (Plate LIV, fig. 8). In this series there is

the same development of a brace from a cross vein; and, correlated

therewith, a progressive angulation of vein M^ at the base of this

cross vein, forming a triradiate brace at that point.

An entirely dift'erent method of bracing the front of the wing at the

stigma has prevailed in a few forms {Tliore, fig. 4, i', etc.). The cross

vein below vein li^ is not utilized, but the two veins bounding the

proximal and posterior sides of the stigma are deflected so as to meet

vein R^ in a strong Y-shaped brace, which, doubtless, serves a purposes

analogous to that served 1)}' the other triradiate l)race described above.

Fig. -t shows at p the normal stigma of Anax jiniius, greatly,

enlarged. It shows, also, a few conmion forms of stigma, bothi

braced and unbraced (</ to t), and a few unconunon and more or less

degenerate forms {w to s), which will be discussed under another:

heading.

THE REGION OF THE NODUS.

Here at once we come upon very peculiar wing features.

The nodus is the stout cross vein near the middle of the costal bor-

der of the wing, joining the costa, the subcosta, and the radius. It is

traversed by a more or less evident suture, making a flexible and

elastic joint which, without loss of strength in the parts which need
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rigidity, would seem to allow more eflfcctive flexion of the distal parts

of the wing/'

We have already .soen the trachea Bs descending- at the nodus and
crossing tracheie M^ and Jf.,. The veins formed about these tracheje

bind them all solidly together. For convenience of reference we now
designate that portion of the radial sector which unites the lower end
of the nodus with the median vein as the .^nhiKxhis {sn.) and tli(> short

oblicjue portion of the radial sector appearing as a cross vein Ix'hind

vein J/, as the ohJique vein (<>), and the trunk secondarily developed

to connect the radial sector proximally with vein i/j+^, as the

hridge (br).

In the sul)order Anisoptera we may then note that the radial sector

fuses with vein J/, for a little way, carrying the oblique vein a varia-

ble distance beyond the subnodus. The bridge is outlined in tracheae

of two very different types, which are almost characteristic of the two
families of the suborder. (1) In all the ^Eschnina^ of which 1 have

had nymphs for examination the antecedent trachea is simple, and
springs from the radial sector near what will be the distal end of the

bridge (tig. 5) and extends in a direct line proximally toward vein

J/i+2. (2) In most Libellulida? the trachea which precedes the ])ridge

springs from the radial sector near the origin of the latter (tig. 6),

descends to the level of the bridge that is to be, forks, and sends its

branches in opposite directions to meet veins 31^+, and ^.v respec-

tively. In the Macromiime, however, it is formed by a moditication

of the latter type, as shown for Dldyrnojps transversa in tig. 7 A. Fig.

7 B shows how, b}' a further division of the radial sector near its l>ase,

two oblique A'eins are formed in the CordulegasterintB and Petalurinffi,

Compare also with fig. 28.

In the suborder Zygoptera, so far as known to me, trachea Rs
appears as a branch of the media, the subnodus, while formed in the

usual place, being destitute of a tracheal trunk. The Zygopterous

nymphal wing figured herewith (Plate XXXI, fig. 2) shows that the

trachea Rs has, in this (well grown) stage, at least, no direct commu-
nication with the radius at all. But if we compare the adult wings

of the two suborders there can be no question as to the identity of

the vein Rn^ or of its homology in the two groups.

The explanation of this at first rather surprising state of the tia-

chea> I believe to l)e that the trachea 7?.s' has l)een detached from the

radius and attached to the media. There are everywliere bi^twecMi the

principal tracheae open channels of con)munication. formed by the

« This suture seems to have cut off the subcostal trachea, or else to have dwarfed

and diverted its tips. In the cicada the subcostal trachea crosses the nodal suture;

and doubtless it once did so in Odonata, for the adult vein extends a little waj'

beyond in three living jrenera of .Eschnina' (t-oinpare Stdiiroiilihljia, Plate XXXIX,
fig. 2), and was well developed l)eyond in the fossil genus ^Et<<'}niidinm. The nodus

when present in other orders is nearer the wing apex than in the CKlonata.
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universal anastomoses of the smallest tracheoles. Any one of these

Fig. 5.—Trachkatkin of the nddal keuion ov the nymphal wing ok Anax Junius Drury.

Fig (>.

—

Traciieation of tiir nodal region of the nymphal wing f>F Lihcllnla piiU-hHla Drury.

Open :i it-passages niioht t)ecomc enlarged, should necessity arise for
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:he entrance of the air from a new quarter. And I think that in this

jase the necessity may have arisen from the thinninj.- of the ^\mg

leases of the slender Zygoptera, whereby the communication of the

iradial sector with the radius woukl be gradually pinched oflf. With

'the decrease of the air supply from the original source an increased

jaraount must needs come from the medial trunk through tracheoles,

isome of which would be enlarged and one of which might finally

attain the proportions of a tracheal branch, while the base of the

radial sector would atrophy."

Either the attachment of the radial sector to media was made at three

FIG 7 -TRACHEATION OF THE NODAL REGION OF THE WING. A, OF Didymops transversa say; B, op

Cwduleoastrrdiastatops Selys; the latter showing the mode of origin of the two oblique

VEINS characteristic OF THE CORDULEGASTERIN.'E AND PETALUKIN.I'..

different places, or else, since its reattachment, it has taken a different

course in each of three difiercnt series within the suborder Zygoptera.

In the Lestinix? we find it separating from vein 31, far ])eyond the sub-

nodus, the point of its departure marked by a more or less evident

()bli(}uc vein, and a long bridge formed about numerous approxnnated

tracheoles, mainly deprived from neigld)oring branches of the media.

In the AgrioninjE {s. str.) it separates from vein J/,+. near the nodus,

and there is neither bridge nor oblique vein. In Calopteryx it sepa-

"^ch~^iftin-s of tracheal branches in insects wings are not unprecedented

Another instanc-e will be cited further on in the case of the branches of the anal

trachea A case of the attaclunent of trachea M, to the radius in Pkr,s has been

clearly hKlicated l)y 8puler (Zeitschr. f. Wiss. Zool., Tdll, 1892, lig. 24, and Knder-

lein (Zool. Jahrl)., Abt. f. Anat., XVI, 1902, pi. iii, fig. 20.)
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rates from vein J^+s far to the proximal side of the nodus, and about

in the more usual position of the proximal end of the bridge/'

In this group l)ridge and oblique vein are lost; but similar parts are

found, as will be noted later, extending the attachment of the radial

sector to the media still nearer the arculus.

THE REGION OF THE ARCULUS.

Across the base of the wing a strong transverse union of all thd

principal veins is effected by means of arculus in the middle, triangle

at the rear, and antenodal cross veins at the front. Distinct tra-:

cheal twigs precede the antenodals of the first (costal) series, while;

those of the second (subcostal) series are of independent cuticulai

origin.'' Specialization is to be traced among these cross veins ini

their reduction in number and matching in position in the two series;.{

and in the hypertrophy of some of them to form stout triangular

trusses, which entirely fill, in section, the furrow between the costal

and the radius. Two antenodals, some distance apart, are thus hyper-

trophied in most aEschnidfe, one at either side of the arculus; in the.

Thorina% but one, and that one meeting the arculus; in SyritJiemit:

alternate antenodals are thickened, ])ut to a less degree. Theii

reduction in numbers will be discussed under the general subject ol

"cross veins."

We have already seen that arculus and triangle are formed where

bends in the media and the cu])itus, respectively, are met l)y strong cros,'

veins. We have seen that the medial and the cubital trachete are at

first straight or slightl}^ curved as in other insects, and that the bend-

ing takes place late in nymphal life, at the time when the veins are

forming. The genus Anax (Plate XL, tig. 3), while highly specialized

in man}' ways, has preserved a rather primitive condition of the

arculus. It is composed here largely of cross vein, which the media

bends but slightly to meet, and the veins J/1-3 and J/^ depart from it

in straight lines. Media tends to descend the arculus, and the veinsii

Mi-^ and J/^, departing from it, ])ecome arched strongly toward the

radius. In the LiVjellulida? the branches of the media become fused

at the base whih; arching upward. This may be traced in the stagesj

attained by such genera as Neocordulia (Plate XLII, fig. 1), Raphismid
(Plate XLIV, fig. 3), and Pachydiplax (Plate XLVII, fig. 1). The

« Indicatiug that in this group at least a recurrent tracheole, such as precedes th€

'

bridge in the .'Eschnidte, may have developed into the basal attachment of the radial

sector to the media.

*In other orders of insects cross veins are generally wanting from this space, and

where present are very few in number.
It will be observed that the tracheal twigs which precede the antenodals of the

first series are derived from the subcosta; those of the postnodals of the first series,

from the radius. These tracheal branches are clearly the homoiogues of the longei

anterior branches of the subcosta and the radius in the Neuroptera and the

Orthoptera.
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upward arching of the medial branches reaches its climax in some

Calopterytrina% when JI/1+2 after separating from J/., again rejoins the

radius; its basal part tlien appears as a cross vein, and when its trunk

again frees itself it appears as a branch of the radius. Pseudophaea

(Plate Lll, iig. 8), Calopteri/.r (tig. 34), and VMaJIs (tig. 41) have pre-

served the steps by which such condition has been attained.

In Epigomjykus (tig. 8) there is a curious tendency for these medial

branches to become conjoined just after their separate (h^partun^ fi-oni

the arculus.

In all these tendencies cuticularisation outruns tracheation; the

veins become sharply angulated; the trachea^ much less so. This will

be clearly seen by comparing nymphal (Plate XXXII, tigs. 2 and ?>)

and adult (Plate XXXV, tig. 3) wings of Lantlnis j^arvuUi^.

FiQ. 8.—Wings of Epigomphus paludosus Selys.

The triangle has been called by several writers the "cardinal cell,"

and worthily, for it is a feature of cardinal importance in tlie Odonate

wing." ^Ve have already observed that it is ordinarily fornunl in

Gomphux and others of the suborder Anisoptera, between an oblique

deflected portion of the cu])itus and two cross veins approximated

upon the hindmost branch of the media. Between the proximal one

of these two cross veins and the arculus is a narrow space which may

conveniently be termed the '"supertriaiigle" (.v., of all the tigures;

also called elsewhere "supnitriangular space").

The quadrangle of the Zygoptera.—In the suborder Zygoptera tri-

angle and supertriangle l)ear different relations to each other and to

surrounding parts of the wing. Together they constitute a unit of

wing structure. They are placed in line, not directed apart by an

« It is not always triangular, but the exceptions are few. The name is a very con-

venient one and in general use, and I use it in a strictly technical sense without

regard to shape.
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obtruding- ang-le of the cubitus, and are oftenest confluent through the

atrophy of the middle cross vein. To the four-sided figure, which

together they always present, we will apply the technical term 'N(uad-

rangle" {</, of all the figures; also called elsewhere "quadrilateral, aud

Fig. 9.

—

Wings OF a fossil, i'NnEscRiBi:i), Ageionik genus, in thk Museum ofCompar.^tive Zoology.

quadrangular space"). The fossil Agrionid genus illustrated in fig. 9

oflers easy transition from the conditions just seen in the Anisoptera

to those of the Zygoptera, and renders homologies plain. Com-
paring this wing with the fore wing of T(irathemi>< (fig. 10) with respect

Fig. 10.—Win(js of Tdnitlmnisf liiialina Kikhy.

to the points in question, triangle and supertriangle are recognizable

readily in both (though in Tefrathemls the latter is elongated and con-

tains an extra cross vein), and both may easily be derived from ordinary

rectangular cells.
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Fig. 11.—Diagram illustrating the behavior of the
quadrangle in the cai.opterygid.e. solid lines, a

somewhat primitive quadrangle; line of dots, the
QUADRANGLE OF HcUrrhuV. LINE OF DASHES, THAT OF

Rhinocypha; arrows indicate the opposite course

of rotation. compare with plates li and lii.

In Agrionida? (Plates LllI and LIV) the quadrangle is undivided, the

iniddle cross vein ])eing absent. In the Calopterygida? (Plate LII) the

middle cross vein is occasionally wanting, as in AnhopJiHi'd and Kpal-

\lage, but in general the quadrangle is elongated and contains numerous

[extra cross veins, among which the identity of the typical one is lost.

The quadrangle is gener-

ally rectangular in this R+M ^-.^w^ .
" R

family, but in Ilefxrinn

(Plate LI, tig. 4) it i^ wid-

ened distally and convex an-

teriorly; in Thore (tig. 35)

and its allies, exactly the

,
reverse. These facts are

[illumined when one sees

I what has been the behavior

\
of the cross vein which

I
terminates the quadrangle

1 in this family. Vein C^i/^,

* separating from vein Ou^ at a right angle, and as suddenly bending

I

again distally, sets off a transverse basal portion which is in direct line

I with this cross vein. The two thus joined rotate together about the

1 hind angle of the triangle as an axial point, while the two forms of

quadrangle described above are developing. In Iletxrina (Plate LI,

I

tig. 4) and Lais the medial end of the

cross vein has proceeded distally, while

the base of Cuo^ has been retracted; in

Thorc (tig. 35), Rhinocypha^ Lrstcx^

etc., the reverse rotation has taken

place, as illustrated in the acconqjany-

ing diagram (tig. 11).

Tlte triangle of the Anisoptera.—Re-

turning now to the suborder Anisop-

tera, and to the triangle as an individ-

ual feature of the wing, we may follow

with the aid of tig. 12 the changes that

have taken place in it, bringing it

from the condition of an ordinary rec-

tano'ular cell to its present estate. It

will l)e convenient to begin with a

triangle hardly more generalized than

that of the fore wing of Tetrathemis^

and to follow the shiftings of its parts severally.

1. The angulation of the cnhitm.—At the dividing cross vein of the

quadrangle, the cubitus tends in ail Anisoptera to form an angle,

which pu.shes triangle and supertriangle out of line, thus destroying

the unity of the quadrangle, in making of it two elements of wing

:^^^

Fig. 12.—Diagram setting forth the
behavior of the triangle in the sub-

ORDER ANISOPTERA. The heavy LINES

BOUND A SOMEWHAT PRIJIITIVE TRIANGLE.

1,2, 3, 4, AND 5 ARE STAGES IN THE DESCENT

OF THE UPPER CROSS VEIN. 1', 2', 3', AND
4' REPRESENT SUCCESSIVE STAGES IN THE
RETRACTION OF THE CUBITUS AT THE TRI-

ANGLE. 1", 2", 3", AND 4" REPRESENT

STAGES IN THE RETRACTION OF THE BASE

OF VEIN C»2. 1'", 2'". 3'", AND 4'" reprp:-

SENT STAGES IN THE ASCENT OF THE VEIN

CH] up THE OUTER SIDE OF THE TKl AN(; LK.
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structure. The increasing angulation at this point may he followe'

in the fore wings of a series of Libclhiline genera, such as Mierodlplu

(tig. 13), Anatya (Plate XLIV, tig. 2), J/ew^Ac^/yi/.v (Plate XLV, tig. 3

and Perithemis (Plate XLIII, tig. 3). It is only .a little less evidei

in such Goniphine genera as AgrlogoniphMH (tig. 37), Gomphoid,^

(Plate XXXIII, tig. 2), and Gomphm (Plate XXXIII, fig. 1). It wr
be observed that this deflection of the cubitus results in the widenini

of the space between veins M^ and 6\ beyond the triangle. Th:lj

may be seen in the aforementioned genera.

2. The deflection of the iniddle crosft vein of tlie quadrangle.—It

this process that makes the distal half of the quadrangle triangulai;

Successive positions of the cross vein are shown at 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 c

figure. Such genera as Tetrathentk (tig. \iS)^ Anatya (Plate XLI\
tig. 2), Macrothemis (Plate XLVI, fig. 1), and Ephidatia (Plat'

XLV II, tig. 2) exhibit these stages. A similar but less striking seriti

will be seen in such Gomphine genera as Agriogomj^hus (fio-. 27

Fig. 13.—Wings of Microdiplax delicatula Selys.

Gomphoides (Plate XXXIII, tig. 2), and Ilagenins (fig. 23). Thi
cross vein has become greatly elongated in most ^Echnidfe, resultin;

in the elongation of the whole triangle, as seen in such genera a

Gomph^schw (Plate XXXVII, fig. 1), Brachytron (Plate XXXVIIl
fig. 2), and Nasixschna (Plate XXXIX, fig. 1). Thus this cross vei
has come to lie in such position that it appears in the adult wing U
be a continuation of the cubital trunk, and it has generally been s

interpreted.

«

^Pentathemismemhranulata Karsch (Ent. Nachr., XVI, 1890, pp. 33-35) presents
somewhat unusual condition of this cross vein, in that it is dechned to the maximui
and bent upward in the middle at its junction with a cross vein in the supertriaugl
which has migrated outward upon it half the length of the triangle. This conditior
very like that seen in the hind wing of Tetrathemis (fig. 10), only a little i

advance of that, has resulted in the triangle, after once attaining triangular forn:
becoming again four sided. Clearly, it is not five sided as Karsch thought. Hi
alternative exi)lanation (same reference, p. 35), rejected because the triangle woul(
not reach vein M^ and the supratriangle would be in contact with the discoida
areolets—a condition seen in the hind wing of NecorduUa and Hemicordidla (Plat
XLII, figs. 1 and 3) and in many Libellulina?—is the right explanation, and th
name Pentathemis is the result of a misinterpretation.
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3. The ascent of vein Oii^.—The cubital fork is in till Odonata at the

lind angle of the triangle. When the distal end of the anal vein

Ijneets the cubitus squarely at this point, a struggle ensues between

fhe branches of the cubitus for the maintenance of this strong point

[)f support. In a series of genera 6^?^^ wins, and Cu^ is starved and

•rowded out, becomes much the weaker vein, and is forced to ascend

die outer side of the triangle. This has happened in both fore and

kind wings of Pseudophlehia minima (Plate XLV, tig. i). The suc-

essive positions it assumes are epitomized in the diagram; tlicy may

Ije verified in the hind wings of such genera as Agrioncyptera (Plate

jXLIV, fig. 1), Mesothemis (Plate XLV, fig. 3), Dlplacodes (Plate XLV,

lig. 2), and Mierodlplax (fig. 13).

j
^. The descent of vein On^.^A happier solution of the struggle just

fiientioned is found when vein Ott^ is left in possession of the hind

ingle of the triangle, vein Ou^ descending at a right angle from the

fork, carrying the tip of vein A^^

with it for its own support. We
have already seen that a very

perfect adjustment of this sort

exists throughout the Caloptery-

gidte, where vein Ou,^ appears as

the direct continuation of vein A^.

Our diagram illustrates the manner

in which this adjustment is brought

about in the Lil)ellulidtv'. This will

be better understood by examining

the fore wings of such genera as

Agrlonoptera (Plate XLIV, fig. 1),

Atiatya (Plate XLIV, fig. 2), Ra-

pkkmia (Plate XLIV, fig. 3), and Ephldatla (Plate XLVII, fig.^ 2).

I

Differentiation hetweenfore and hind wings at the triangle.^Vvimi-

tively, fore and hind wings of Odonata were alike, and the arculus

jwas a little beyond the triangle in both, with the anal vein extending

to the hind angle of the triangle (conditions still preserved in Cordu-

legast<n' (fig. 25)). The above diagram of these parts (fig. l-t) will

therefore stand for either wing.

In the space between the cubital and anal \ cins before the triangle

are two crossveins which may fairly be considered typical, and which,

because of the frequent necessity for reference to them, we will des-

ignate as the first and second cubito-anal crossveins (« and }> of all the

figures). The part of the cubital space beyond the first cubito-anal

crossvein will be seen to lie directly beneath the quadrangle (which it

much resembles). It may be conveniently designated as the ^- sul)quad-

rangle" (.svy), and the part of this ])eyond the second cubito-anal cross-

vein as the subtriangle {t' of all the figures; called also, elsewhere,

"subtriangular space" and ''internal triangle'^).

Fig. 11.—Diagram showing base of typical

deagon-fly wing; showing at (t and h first

and second cubito-anal crossveins; show-

ing also quadrangle ((/), subquadhangle

(Sg), SUPER-TRIANGLE (.<), TRIANGLE (0, AND

SUBTRIANGLE (<').
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Differentiation between fore and hind wings ha.s been most com

pletely carried out in the Libelkdidae/' and, fortunatel}^, almost all thi

steps are still to ])e seen in living genera. In this family two ver'

different })roce.5ses have operated in the two wings:

A. TJui precession <>f ihe trlan(jle in the f(n'<> irimj.—In all hut th

more generalized Li])elhdida^ the anal vein seems to run directly t

the antero-internal angle of the triangle, while retaining in the hini

wing its usual course to the hind angle. This is a puzzle; but the ke

to the puzzle is found in the behavior of the second cubito-anal cros.'

vein and the anal vein. The accompanving diagram (tig. 15) epitcl

mizes what has taken place.

The anal vein formerly went directly to the hind angle of th

triangle in the fore wing. Then, through the simultaneous dellectio

of crossvein and anal V(Mn, the latter came to appear forked—a stagi

it has reached and still mairi

tains in most Gomphina
Then the l)asal part of th

anal trunk was carried foi

ward into direct line wit

the still further deflecte

second cubito-anal cros.'

veins, so that the latter ap

pears as the continuation c

the vein, and not at all as

crossvein, while the distr

end of the anal vein is almo?

lost among the crossveins o

the proximal side of the tr

angle. Thus it is that th

anal vein seems to join tl:

Fig. 15.—Diagram illustrating the procession (jf the
triangle and the deflection of the anal vein and
second cubito-anal crossvein in the fore wings of
libellulid.e. a, the first, and 6, the second cubito-

ANAL crossveins: 1, 2, 3, AND 4, SUCCESSIVE POSITIONS.

front angle of the triangh

With the ac(iuisiti<>n of new responsibilities, the second cubito-an:

crossvein has waxed stronger and longer, and has pushed the iniK

angle of the triangle toward the outer, making the triangle narrov

and bringing about by this means its apparent remoteness from tl

arculus. Such genera are illustrated in Plates XLIII, XLV, an

XLIX, and show the steps in this process. Simultaneously tl

«Their differentiation in function was proved experimentally by Girard (186

Note sur divers experiences relatives a la fonction des ailes chez les insectes, An
See. Ent. France, (4), II, pp. 153-162). His results that are of most interest he

were gotten by simply clipping off one pair of wings at a time. Thus he showed th

in A(/rion, with fore and hind wings practically alike, flight is fairly well sustaint

with either pair of wings alone: Li))elluhi can fly with the fore wings only, but wi

the fore wings removed the hind wings alone will not sustain it in the air. I ha
veriiied these results, using Enalhujtna and Sumpclndii. 1 have also made stuuent

exiierinients to determine the utility of certain structures. Brief reference will i

made to my results farther on.
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deflected portion of the cubitus (the inner side of the triangle) has

jbeen elongated, producing the very narrowly elongate triangle of

iLibellula (Plate XLVllI, tig. 3) and its allies.

' B. The recession of the triangle in the hind wijuj.—The Ijcliavior of

ithe triangle in the hind wing has consisted siinpl}' in its retraction

through the successive position shown diagraniaticalh' in fig. 16, and
^illustrated in such genera as Agrionoptera (Plate XLIV, fig 1),

[Raphi.Kinia (Plate XLIV, fig. 3), TJracis^ (Plate L, fig. 2), and PantaJa

((Plate L, fig. 3). Doubtless this recession of the triangle of the hind

Jwing could only be advantageous in connection with the developments

(described under the next heading and discussed again farther on.

\ The anal area.—In the Odonata there is no anal furrow or suture,

as in most other insects, sharply delimiting an anal field. The anal

ivein, except in a few fossil forms {TstpJdehia^ fig. 31, etc.), is solidly

joined to the cubitus, as already shown. We now ])ass to notice the

i
distribution of the anal

i
branches in the small area

back of the cubital deflec-

i

tion.

Pro])al)ly in the early

Odonatii the anal tracheal

trunk occupied the posi-

tion of the anal vein, well

back of the cubitus. On-

togeny (see figs. 1 and 2)

and analogy with insects

of other orders would l)oth

support this view. But in such recent forms as I have had for study

this anal trachea is closely approximated to the cubitus beyond the

base, and, midway to the triangle, descends to the lexel of the anal

vein, and sends branches both proximal ly and distally, about which

that vein is formed (fig. 2, and Plate XXXI, figs. 1-3). Even in

the thick wings of nymphs of Anisoptera the contorted position and

decreasing size of the anal trachea indicate that, like the costal trachea

of the opposite wing margin, it is sufiering from lack of room; or, per-

haps, outstripped by the intxn-vening traciiea' that are l)etter situated

in relation to air supply. At least we find, especially in thin and

narrow wing cases, the anal trachea dwindles, and loses successive!}''

all its )n-anches, which then become incorporated into the cubital air

system. The best developed anal trachea we have seen is that of Anax
(Plate XXXI, fig. 3), in which it will be noticed that the terminal branch,

^1, is continued l)eyond its ]K)sition of fusion with the cubitus in a

recurrent positioti. In the hind wing of (Tonij>Inix{V\\\iQ. XXXI, tig. 1)

it will be ol)served that this recurrent portion is attached to vein <'i(.,\

-4i, ai)parently, wanting; yl.,, strongly developed. In the tore wing

of the same nymph ^1.. has also been transferred to the cubitus, being

Fk;. li).

—

Diagram repkesentini; the recession or the
TRIANGLE IN THE HIND WINGS OF THE LlBELLULID.K, 1,

'1, 3, AND 4, SUCCESSIVE STAGES.
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attached to the cubital trunk at the place where the anal vein bends

strono-ly awa}' from it. In all the Zygoptera I have been able to

examine, all the ])ranchcs of the anal vein have been transferred to

the cubitus in both wings, the anal trunk lieing very greatly reduced

or wanting (see Plate XXXI, fig. 2).

Such transference of the branches of the anal trachea lends the

strongest support to the assumption alread}- made regarding the trans-

ference of the trachea Es to the media, in which case possible reasonsi

for shifting and reattachment were much more clear.

The cDial loop.—Owing to such shiftings of trachea, owing also to the

expansion of this region in some wings, occasioning the development

of accessory tracheal branches and its reduction in others, causing alli

the branches to disappear, the homologies of those branches which arei

oftenest present are followed with difficulty. Two of them, however

(designated as A^ and A.^ in the figures), must be considered here, since

they together form an inclosure, which ])ecomes one of the strongest;

Fu;. 17.—FOKMS OF the anal loop in the ANISOPTERA: 1, ANAL LOOP OF Cyclophylla diphylla

2, OF Gomphokles stujinatus; 3, of Gomphxschna furc'llata; 4, of Gornpliomacromia imradoxa; 5, oi

Syncordulia gracilis: 6, of Agrionoptera insignis; 7, of (?) Nannophya maculosa; 8, of Ephidatii'

longipcs; 9, of Hydrobasileus extraneus.

of the supporting structures of the expanded anal area of the hinc

wings of the Anisoptera. This inclosure may fitly be designated a.'-

the anal loop (al. of all the figures). Fig. 17 will serve to show some

of its more common and characteristic forms.

In some Aeschnine genera we find a supplemental loop (al') devel

oped between veins A^ and Chi^^. Fig. 3 of Plate XXXI shows how

this is brought about; it is another accompaniment of the widening ol

the base of the wing. Since in the Libellulidaj the anal loop extends

from vein A^ to vein Ou^a., it is to be considered as the equivalent o:

both loops in Anax. Of the characteristic foot-shaped loop of th(

commonest Libelkdidte the "toe" is of later development, and result

from the concurrent elongation of veins A.^ and C>/^^ with the expan

sion of the hind angle of the wing.

After considering these changes severally, if we again compare for(

and hind wing in an}- of the more specialized Libellulidse we shall sec
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that only the part of the wing which lies back of the median vein has

been affected l)v thcni. But thut part has l)eon iiiodiliod j)rofoundly;

'in it entirely different ends have l)een wrought out in the two wings,

and l)y different means. The fore wing is characterized by greater

modification of parts ])resent in the ])i-imitive wing; the hind wing, by

the greater development of new parts.

III. SOME (tENERAI> features OF THE WING.

VEIN SHIFTING AND VKIN DIKKKKENTI ATION.

There are two kinds of specialization occurring simultaneously in

insect wings, not clearly delimited, but, nevertheless, distinct enough

to enable us to understand in a measure the reasons foi- th(> success of

both. First, there is the shifting of veins for the mechanical advan-

tage of position and the development of strong cross veins to aid in

maintaining favorable positions. These developments have occupied

our discussion hitherto. We have seen that the course of specializa-

tion is traceable in each part, and we shall see further on that the

parts, varying independently or being modified together, collectively

furnish most excellent characters for interpreting the genealogy of the

group.

Second, there is a specialization which is not confined to any par-

ticular part of the wing or to any particular structure, l)ut which con-

sists in the progressive differentiation between veins and membrane,

in the concentration of strength-giving wing material within the sup-

porting veins, and in the reduction of cross veins. Although less tan-

gible, perhaps, and certainly less useful for tracing genealogies, this

kind of specialization is none the less real. The first furnishes char-

acters differing in kind; the second, only those diflering in degree.

The first, rath(>r than the second, is characteristic of fossil species,

some fossil forms having carried the shifting of veins already described

to extremes unparalled at the present time. The second, rather than

the first, is characteristic of those modern genera which belong to the

cooler regions of the globe. The first is often accompanied by very

abundant" venation. The second is indicative of keener competition

in recent times and in temperate climates, necessitating greater

economy of wing-lniilding substance.

A comparison of the wings of ^^'urotluuils (fig. JS) and Tetragon,mria

(fig. 19), two genera of Libellulida' that nray fairly be taken as expo-

nents of the two kinds of specialization, will make the difference

])etw^een them clear. In Nexrothcnilxy^e. have \enatioii •' run wild"

—

the vein-building material scattered with great i)rodigality throughout

the meml)rane, forming a very irregular and inconstant mesh work,

"One iiiiKlit, almost say luxuriant. Possibly the advantage of the new position

attained by the shifting of parts is so great that over development results from it at

tirst.

Proc. N. M. vol. xxvi—02 4i>
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such as was common to many early fossils of other orders and such as

is still characteristic of the too-min:i of the Locustidie. In T<tr<i<j<nn'im,i

Fig. 18.—Wings of Ncurothcmis oculatn Fabeicivs.

Fig. 19.

—

Wings of Tctragonruria npioxura Say.

order is wrought out of this seeming confusion in the wing membrane.
The veins are strong, the membrane is thin and more transparent,
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cross veins are reduced so as to leave those that remain in such position

that^ach seems to bear its individual share in the stress upon the wing.

Instead of a dozen, nioi-e or less, of inconstant cross veins in the space

between veins B^ and 31^ between nodus and stio-ma, as in yeurothemis,

there are but three, and these three are constant, and so for other

parts. In and about the triangle of Nearotheinin arc many veinlets

which have been sacrificed to make the triangle itself stronger in

Tetragoneiiria. An actual count of the cells in a hind wing of JVeuro-

them/s gives the number 2,695; in a hind wing of Tetragoneurta^ 265,

the latter wing being at the same time a little larger. Neurothemis

has far outrun Tetragoneurla in all those adjustments of parts in the

region of the arculus, already described, as characteristic of the spe-

cialization of the Libellulida?; but Tetragoneuria^ having attained a

fair measure of mechanically advantageous arrangement of parts, has

attained success by disposing of its strength-giving wing material

where it is most effective. Tetragoneiiria is vastly superior in flight "

—

is, indeed, one of the fleetest and most agile of winged creatures.

CKt)fSS VEINS.

The vein-building substance of which we speak is of course hypo-

dermis. The insect wing is essentially but a flat evagination of the

bod}' wall, with a few trachea gi'own out into it. During early devel-

opment the hypodermis of the Aving does not differ in an}' essential

respect from that of other parts of the body. As elsewhere, it con-

sists of a single laj'er of cells which secrete a protecting external

layer of chitine. At the time of transformation, when the hypodermis

of the two walls of the wing sac is bound together by fused internal

processes, blood is forced out into the wing, greatly extending it lat-

erally. The hypodermis is thus spread out in a very thin layer. As
soon as a definitive layer of chitine is deposited, the hypodermal cells

(which, of all cells known to me, possess the greatest capacity for

speed}' and extensive shifting and readjustment) begin to be segregated

into groups along the lines of the veins that are to l)e, and there

deposit additional chitine, which differentiates veins from meni])rane.

Doubtless in the earliest insect wings the segregation of the hypo-

dermal cells was such as to give a membrane crowded with somewhat cir-

cular areoles, such as we find in the expanded lateral margins of the

pronotum of the Tingitida\ in the tegminaof the Locustidiv, in ahnost

the entire wing of the fossil dragon fly ^'Esch)ii<Jh(iii^ and in the wider

spaces of the wing of NeirrofJtern/x. The principal veins first would

become strongly marked by the accumulation of the hypodermal cells

about the trachea?. Cross veins would emerge from the meshwork, as

they seem to be emerging in the wing of y^eurothemts^ in the spaces

between veins R^ and J/^, between J/j and J/"^, etc., by the dropping

« I venture this unqualified statement without having seen Neurothemis fly.
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out of veinlets that are longitudinally pla(^ed; or, as illustrated in the

following diagram (tig. 20).

A few .strong cross veins for binding the longitudinal veins together

would be developed first. In the wider spaces between the longitudinal

veins the cells would take on hexagonal form as soon as necessitv for

economy in the disposition of vein-forming substance arose, and hexa-

gons would, of necessity, fall into regular series or rows. This con-

dition would early be attained—has been attained or surpassed by

almost all living Odonata. Meanwhile the reduction among cross

veins goes on apace, and the fiuidamental thing in this reduction con-

sists in the better marshaling of the hypodermal cells at the proper

moment of transformation.

This brings us to the practical point, that cross veins are constant in

number and position only when they have attained individual responsi-

bility—when each has its own share in the stress of the wing stroke.

Utility determines survival among cross veins as among species. No

better illustration could be found than the two cubito-anal cross veins

before the triangle in the wings of the Libellulida>. The lirst of these

is formed, as we have seen, about the descending portion of the anal

Fig. 20.

—

Diagram illustrating the emergence of strong cross veins.

trachea, and that is a sufficient reason why in the I'cduction of cross

veins it never disappears. The second in the fore wing l)ecomes braced

against the front angle of the triangle and acquires new responsibility,

which insures its preservation; one would as soon expect to miss those

othei- cross veins which l)ound the triangle. But in the hind wing

this same cross Acin acquires no such importance—rather loses through

the recession of the triangle any importance it may have had to begin

with, so it early disappears. In the more generalized Li])ellulida^ it

is always present; in the more specialized it is uniformly a])sent, Imt

in a few, in this respect transitional genera, it is present or absent

inditl'erently. Similarly in the more specialized Libellulidte ])ut one

cross vein persists in the space which the bridge incloses, and there is

a very good reason why that one never disappears— it is formed about

the descending trachea which precedes the bridge.

Very similar are the antenodal and postnodal cross veins, of which

so nuich use has ])een made in systematic work. In the fore wing of

Neut'de.schna the antenodals are more than forty, the number being

inconstant; in Paehydiplax they are always six. In the hind wing of

Nmraeacluui th<> antenodals ai-e about twenty-tive; in that of Tet/ra-
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qoneurid they are four. Those antenodals which early chance become

"matchecr' across l)otli costal and subcostal spaces ])race the deepening

subcostal furrow lietter and are more sure to ])c preserved.

Then there is a reduction of cross veins which seems not solely

directed toward strengthening those that remain, ])ut rather toward

clearing out of spaces between the points of ti'ansverse union of longi-

tudinal veins." This clearance takes place in difierent places in Libel-

lulida^ and in Gomphina>, correhited with the difference in shape and

position of the triangle in the two groups. In the former the cross

veins disappear (see Pachydiplax, Plate XLVIl, fig. 1) from the spaces

adjacent to the subnodus and the oblique vein and under the stigma.

In the latter (see GoiiqtJtiis diJ<(tatii-^, Plate XXXIII, fig. 1) from the

spaces just beyond the arculus. In the ^schnins^, with triangles

similarlv disposed, while the cross veins do not actually disappear just

beyond the arculus, we find sometimes (as in A)i<i.i\ Plate XL. tig. 3)

Fig. 21.—Diagram showing how hexagonal cells become rectangles and how crossveins

become matched in transverse lines across the wing.

all the veins on the anterior side of the base of vein J/",, between it

and the radius, so dwindled that little more than thin membrane

remains. This is much more evident in the actual wing than in the

figure.

\^'e have already referred to the matching of nodal crossveins. in

the Agrionina? this process is carried so far that all the crossveins of

the body of the wing become arranged in transverse lines. A com-

parison of the wings of Archilcdes (Plate LI, fig. (>). Zr.s-^t.v (Plate LIII,

fig. 1), Argia (Plate LIII, fig. 5), and Nehallennla (Plate LIV, fig. 8) will

illustrate the progress of this tendency.

"Allowing, perhaps^, for readier flexion of the portion of the wing posterior to the

cleared spaces, though of this I am not sure. In :\Iynneleonid;e (Plate XXXVI
fig. 2) subcosta and radius are strongly bound together at base and at stigma, while

the long narrow space between is free from cross veins. It would seem, since the

wing is easily flexed behind this space, the costal margin remaining rigid, that an

imaginary axis of flexion joins the two strong yet elastic terminal points of union.
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The accompanying diag-ram (fig. 21) shows the steps by which cross-

veins may be brought into line. All these steps may be seen in the

wiiu's of Agrionina? represented in the plates and better still in fig. !).

In Caloptervgi(hi> crossveins are so numerous it seems to have l)een

of more moment (at least in Calopteryx and its nearest allies) that the

longitudinal lines of crossveins should become straight, allowing the

longitudinal furrowing of the base of the wing to be extended to the

margin.

SECTORS AND SUPPLEMENTS.

The areolae, or cells, of the wing membrane are potential hexagons. .

Where bordered on one side by a straight vein they are converted into ;

pentagons by the elimination of one angle; where included in a single

row between two veins they become quadrilaterals, through the elim-

ination of two angles. Even in the broader areas of the wing their i

hexagonal regularit}' is early disturbed by two more or less distinct t

means: (1) ])y the development of new tracheal branches, which pene-

trate into the broader spaces, straightening out certain liroken lines of

crossveins and converting their bordering hexagons into pentagons;

(2) by the development of longitudinal veins, independently of the

tracheae—veins which traverse the same spaces in a direction generally

more or less transverse to that of the accessory trachea? and complete

the havoc of the hexagons. By the first means are produced extra

branches of principal veins, which so appear in the adult wing. Some
of the most important of these are designated J/ja, ^-Sa, Cn.^a.^ etc. , in

the figures. B}^ the second means are developed curved veins, which

are generally opposed in position to the principal veins bounding the

wider spaces anteriorly. These may ha called SKjiplciuents. Both are

well shown, and the difl^erence between them is clearly demonstrated by,

Plate XXXII, fig. 1 of Anax j mines. The principal trachea shown i

is the radial sector, whose branches are accessory; the strong, develop-

ing vein that sets across them, bending toward the radial sector at both :

its ends, is the radial supph-inent {B. su.ppl.., of all the figures). It will

be seen to be a purely cuticular vein, without trachea of its own. .<

Behind vein 3f^ is an exactly similar vein, the median supplement {M. .'

suppL, of all the figures). Behind vein If^ and proximal to vein J^a,.'

though often joined to the latter, is another, the apical supplement {ap.
]

suppL), well shown in Tramea (Plate XLIX, fig. 3) and its allies. From
the outer side of the triangle there starts another, the trigonal supple-

ment {fr/'(/. snpj}].) well shown in ILujcnlm (fig. 28), and in most ^Esch-

'

ninte (Plates XXXVII-XL).
Both supplements and extra l)ranches, being relatively recent

acquirements, are well developed only in the more specialized mem-
bers of the several groups.
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UNEQUAIJA' DEVELOPED WINGS IN THE SAME SPECIES.

1. The speckdizaffon offore and hind wings to an unequal degree^

nhen hoth {or the parts concerned (f hoth) arefoUmovng similar lines.—

V single illii.stration of this will suffice. In Chalcopteryu' (fig. 22)

he fore wing has in several points outrun the hind. For instance,

^ein M. separates from vein M^ in the hind wing at the subnodus, as

s usual: but in the fore wing i/^ has fused with M^ for the space of

eA^eral cells' length beyond the subnodus. Again, in the space

)etween veins 21^ and JT^ there are a number of interpolated sectors,

ill of which are independent of the veius in the hind wing, but in the

'ore wino- the next to the longest of these has become attached to vein

M^ in such position that M., now appears forked. It will be seen at a

Fig. 22.—Wings of Chah-iipkri/.r riilHan.f Rambur.

glance that the anterior branch of this fork is the same thing as the

independent sector occupying the same position and relations in the

hind wing. First, a broken line of crossveins became straightened

out longitudinallv to form the sector; then, one of the crossveins

lying below its proximal end in the fore wing became declined to

brat^ the sector against vein 3J,. But the bracing of the wing tip did

not stop with this. The upper branch of the fork has acquired a lesser

fork of its own, whose anterior branch is in like manner developed

out of a still shorter sector, which has remained independent in the

hind wing. Again, the longer of the two sectors in the space between

veins i^.^Tand Jf, in both wings become attached to vein M,; a (sym-

metrical fork has thus been developed in the fore wing, but in the

hind wing the adjustment is -still imperfect.
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2. Unequally developed wings in the tico sexes..—The wino\s of the

male often outrun those of the fennUe. The best-known instance i.s

the frequent anoulation of the anal area of the hind win«^ in the male,

the hind angle of the female always remaining rounded. In Jlaz/eninx

(Ho-. 23) it will be seen that the difference in conformation of the anal

angle has slightly affected the form of the anal loop also.

In that part of the Calopterygine series in which the stigma is lost

it is retained longest in the females. .

In Ai/rioii (tig. i, t.) it retains a much more primitive form in thet

female. The cuT'ious stigma of the fore wing of the male of Anom-

(thK/rioii (tig. 4, K.) has outstfipped that of the hind wing, l)ut event

the lattiM- is somewhat less primitive^ than either stigma in the female.
,

Fig. 23.

—

Wings of Ilagniins hrrviitti/lus Sei.ys.

The reason for the greater specialization of the wings in the male is,

.

of course, .so well known as to need only passing mention. The i

males, and not the females, seek their mates and compete for them i

upon th(^ wing, often amid great rivalry.

SUMMARY OF TFIE MORE GENERAL TENDENCIES OF VEIN EVOLUTION WITHIN THE ORDER. .

The facts of ontogeny and comparative anatomy hitherto presented '^

seem to wari'ant a number of conclusions as to the development of the

several parts, which conclusions may be expressed in tabular form as '|

follows:

Generalized condition

.

Subcosta long; nodus remote from
wing base.

Antenodal and postnodal cross veins

numerous, weak, irregular (not matched),
and none of them hyj)ertrophied.

Stigma without .special support.

Developmental tendencie.t.

Subcosta becoming shortened and the

nodus retracted.

Antenodal and j)ostnodal cross veins

becoming reduced in number, stronger,

more regular, sometimes matched in

position or differentiated among them-

selves.

Stigma ])ecoming supported, i)roxi-

mally by a brace vein (hypertrophied

cross vein), and distallv by a sector
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Bridge weakly or incompletely devel-

oped; oblique vein remote from the sub-

nodus.

All principal veins straight or gently

curved and evenly forking.

Media at the top of the arculus.

Veins J/j-s and M^ at their de^iarture

from the arculus, separate and straight.

Triangle, supertriangle, subtriangle,

etc., ordinary quadrangular areoles (per-

haps traversed by weak cross veins)

.

Cubitus somewhat symmetrically

forked.

Anal angle of the wing unsupported.

Cross venation dense, irregular, and

inconstant.

Fore and hind wings alike.

Bridge becoming strong and directly

attached to vein lfi+.^; oblique vein, re-

tracted toward the subnodus.

Some principal veins becoming strongly

angulate at points of special l)racing.

Media descending the arculus.

•Veins M^-^ and M^ becoming fu.^cd, or

strongly arched upward, or both.

Triangle, etc., becoming strong and
highly differentiated inclosnres.

Cubital fork becoming strongly uni-

lateral.

Anal angle becoming supported by the

junction of veins C«2 and ^1, and, some-

times, by the development of an anal

loop.

Cross veins becoming fewer, stronger,

more definite and regular, and the mem-
brane, tliinner.

Fore and hind wings differentiating (1)

by following parallel paths with unequal

speed, and (2) by following different

paths.

IV. LINES OF SPECIALIZATION.

Hitherto we have been discussing wing characters more as individual

entities than as mutuallj^ dependent parts of a single organ. The
ilhistrations of the steps in the development of each, drawn from adult

wings, have been selected arbitrarily, and have not always been drawn

from a single line of development. The}^ have served the pvirpose of

illustrating in a general way the progressive modifications of each part,

confirming the ontogenetic record. In their application to this end

we have necessarily overlooked the lesser individual peculiarities of

each. Correlated characters varying independently preserve, some

here, some there, bits of the ancestral record, but with more or less of

individual alteration of it. It is probable that eveiy one of the char-

acters discussed in this paper would be found on closer study to pos-

sess distinctive features in each genus—earmarks of the genus. This,

of course, applies not to wing parts alone, but to every other part as

well.

We come now to consider these same characters in their ensemble.

Their individual records, of cour.se, do not agree. Did they agree, we

should have a single lineal series, very well adapted to book making.

We should have a wing exhibiting the generalized characters just

mentioned with which to begin the series. But while it has been easy

to show by concurrent ontogeny and comparative morpholog}' that
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thTcharacters there presented are relatively primitive for the jrroup,

and while ouch of these characters is exhil)itod in some of the more

o-eneralized forms, it is quite impossible to liiul a single wing embody-

hi"- them all. Let us therefore now carefully compare the several

records and discover, if we may, the history of the principal Odonate

wing tvpes.
THE FIRST DICHOTOMY.

The first dichotomy has been already indicated, or, at least, implied.

Aside from the crossing of the radial sector, respecting which all

dragon-fly wings are in essential agreement, the cpiadrangle has cer-

tainly played the most important role in the evolution of these wings.

Upon the quadrangle two distinct tendencies have operated, producing .

the subt)rders Zygoptera and Anisoptera. In the former the tendency ^

has been to preserve the quadrangle as a unit of wing structure, to

continue vein Ct/^ outward from it in direct line, and to set off Cu^
,

squarely upon the distal end of vein .l^. In the latter the tendency .

has been to divide the quadrangle into triangle and supertriangle, and

to differentiate between fore and hind wing. Supplements are devel-

oped only in the latter, while the tendency toward the matching of

cross veins and the reduction of the l)ase of the wing are characteristic

only of the former.
SUBORDER ANISOPTER.\.

Again, in the two great families of this sul)order two dominant tend-

encies are almost equally plain. In the ^Eschnidtv these are toward

(1) the similar elongation of the triangle in both wings; (2) the develop-

ment of strong supplements; (3) the hypertrophy of two antenodal

cross veins; (1) the development of a brace to the stigma, and (.5) the

angulation of the hind angle of the hind wing in the males. In the i

Libellurulie there is the single, more definite, and more exclusive tend-

ency, already discussed, toward the differentiation between fore and

hind wings at the triangle.

a: ^Fsc/i liida^. -^The family ^Eschniche is a bundle of remnants. In

it are found no less than eight fairly distinct types of venation. The

types represented by IleteropJdeUa, StenojihlSia, and ^Eschnidium''

are extinct. That of Petalura was much more abundant in past times

than now. Chlorogomphm and Cordidegaster are represented by but

a few isolated species. Only the groups of Gomplim and ^Eschna are-

dominant at the present time. In some cases, therefore, there is nc

« Attention should be called here to the peculiar and altogether isolated type of vena-

tion found in .Esrhildiiun. In winjjs, otherwise like those of the vEschnidte, the

shifting of the anal vein up toward the inner angle of the triangle is completely carried

out in both fore and hind wings. In this, and also in the secondary developments for

supporting the expanding anal angle, .Kfchiidlum far outran all living forms. In the

matter of differentiation between veins and membrane, however, and the reduction

of cross veins, it riMuaint-d verv generalized indeed.
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iterial to be had for tracing- genealogies, and we will attempt to

pint out only the niore important venational features, comparing

tern with the conditions we l)elieve to be primitive for the order.

{ /Jorogoviphus.^Thh {^g. 24) is an isolated living type, specialized

i the extensive differentiation between fore and hind wing by the

cvelopment of an exi)anded anal area upon the latter, generalized in

V unbraced stigma and in its retention of cross veins in the space

I'fore the arculus. It parallels Macromia vioorel in the peculiar form

( its anal loop, and IIrm!(inax ephippiger (Plate XXXVJ, lig. 3) in

re circuitous course of vein C>i.,. It is unique among the Odonata

lown to me in that the triangle of the hind wing has been elongated

ansversely to the axis of the wdng, while that of the fore wing is

ijuilateral.

Flc. 24.—WlNiiS <iF C!il()yoriniiii)liii.<! ma(inifirii!< Hki.YS. FEMALE.

ne Cordidegaster gnnip.^'nu^ small group has retained some decid-

dly primitive features. Anal vein and second cubito-anal cross vein

,iave retained their primitive position and relations in both wmgs.

The triangles are alike, and only moderately elongated. No supple-

nents are developed; and there is no brace to the stigma, or only a

L-ery imperfect one in I^ialla and its allies. There is, however, a mod-

n-ate enlargement of the base of the hind wing, and this becomes

uioulate in the males. Cordedegmter say! (tig. 25) and PhijUopetaUa

'ipkidU (Hg. 20) represent the divergence of the group; there is uni-

iformity in the more important wing characters. There has been a

idight development of accessory branches upon the radial sector, and

iin the wing of Ph)/U<>petal!a will be noticed the undulate course taken

3n by veins J/, and Rs, and by ^f., and J/,; but the reduction of redun-
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dant cross veins, and the strengthening- of the principal veins and In-ace

seem to have been the means whereby these wings have attained thei

goodl}' measure of efficiency.

yEschiiyirV.—We come now to a g-roup that is floarishing in our ow
time the woi'ld over. It contains the largest of our common drao-oi

Fig. 25.—Wings of CorduUgastcr sai/i Selys.

flies, all strong-flying species, composing many genera. In the mor<
specialized genera are many species. There is great variety in th(

details of the luxuriant venation of the group. Here, then, we hav<
opportunity to apply the facts of development pre\'iously outlined t(

the unravelling of a bit of genealogic history.

Fig. 2(>.—WING.S OF Phyllopctalia apicalis Selys.

The most characteristic features of the ^Eschnine wing are (1) the
approximation of veins 3f^ and M^, brought about by the bending
forward of vein M, at the stigma, (2) the development of strong and
broadly curved supplements, and (3) the elongation of the triangles in

the direction of the axis of the wing. These will be seen in their best
development in such genera 'dSu£schna and Ana.v (Plate XL.)
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Doubtless, the most generalized group within the Aeschnine series

|S composed of Ci/matophleh!a (fossil), and Goinj)hvi<chna (Plate

j?CXXVII, tig-. 1), which have the triangle little elongated, all .supple-

inents but little developed, the anal loop small and compact, with no

uppleniental loop, and the anal angle of the hind wing, therefore, not

^reatl}^ dilated, but which always have the stigma braced against vein

t^T/j opposite a forward bond in vein M.^. These all exhibit affinities

vith the preceding and the next following groups. Even the upward
)end of vein J/j at the stigma is hardly more marked in Gomjjhseschna

;-han in Pkyllopetalia (lig. 26).

Passing by these two genera, we next come upon a number of

)thers which have a more pronounced /E.schnine aspect, as Boyeria

Plate XXXVII, fig. 3), Basiseschna (Plate XXXVII, fig. 2), and

HoploniVKchna (Plate XXXVIII, fig. 1). These have vein J/, more
strongly bent toward the stigma, the triangles longer, radial and

'nedian supplements well developed, and trigonal supplement and sup-

plementary anal loop developing. In these genera the radial sector is

lot forked.

In uEscJina and its nearest allies (Plate XL) we see the further

[progress of these tendencies. There is this added feature—the radial

?ector has become forked. It will i)e observed that the anterior

branch of this fork is separated from vein M^ by a single row of cells,

^md that in the same place in Basia^schna (Plate XXXVIl, fig. 2) there

IS a line of cross veins tending to straighten out. The anterior liranch

bf the fork is developed out of this line of cross veins. In the Aus-

tralian ^EseJina hrevistyJa (not figured herein) all stages of its com-

pleteness and incompleteness may be found in a series of specimens.

In the nj^mphal wing of Anaxjunhis^ a strong trachea is seen to pre-

cede only the posterior branch of the fork. Thus the anterior branch

of the fork is clearly a relativel}^ recent acquisition of such genera as

^c/uid ,(
J
yn(fca ti fha and Atia^i\ the dominant genera of the subfamih^

In tracing this relatively simple developmental line that leads to the

highest specialization of this kind to bo found, we have purposely passed

by several lateral offshoots. The one of these which seems nearest

dlied to yEschmi is represented by Neura^sclnKt and Staurophleb'ia

(Plate XXXIX, fig. 2), which, having retained the tip of the subcosta

which extended beyond the nodus and many cross veins in important

spaces, are not to be derived directly from forms in which those have

been lost; lacking a brace to the stigma, can not have sprung directly

from such genera as those of the Boyeria group in which this useful

>tructui-e is well developed, l)ut may well have sprung from the com-

mon ancestor of Boyeria and ^EscJma.

Furthermore, Anax (Plate XL, fig. 3), while very highly speciali/ed,

has retained the most primitive position of the media at the arcuhis to

1)6 found in the group, and has the hind angle of the liind wing rounded,
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and not angiilatcd, in the male. These characters, together wit

others found in other organs, give cause for setting apart Aiid.r (wit

Ifeiiiiaiuhv, Phite XXXV 1, tig. 3) as constituting a diti'erent develof

mental line from the one in which ^E^chui is found.

Then there is the imi)ortant Brachytron group of genera {Brach^

tron (Plate XXXV 1 11, tig. 2), ^EschnopJdebla (Plate XXXVllI, %
3), Planxschnd^ Caliaischna^ JSfasimschmi (Plate XXXIX, tig. 1

Epi;vfich))(f, etc.), which seems at first sight so closely allied to ^Exchih

which was set apart by Karsch" for systematic purposes, on excellci

venational characters, the manner and the purport of whose develoj

ment remain to be indicated. The radial sector is forked in these, bi

after the anterior branch is acquired the whole sector does not, a

in yEsehna^ bend anteriorly, arching away from the radial supplenienii

which becomes bent in the opposite direction, but both remain straighil

and the tcndeniy seems to be toward strengthening and deepening th'

fork. As a consequence, vein J/ja is allowed in the Brachytron grou

to occupy its accustomed place and to bear its share in the stress c

the wing stroke, not being crowded out, as in the ^^^schna group, 1)

the encroaching distal end of vein 31^^.

Boyer'm seems to stand near where was the parting of the ways ths

led to the development of these two groups. One may see that eitht

form of radial sector might readily have been derived from that (

Boyena (Plate XXXVII, fig. 3).-

The study of the trigonal supplement adds force to such opinioi

In Boyeria it might be interpreted as joining the median supplemeni

or as passing below it with a single row of cells between; its positio

is not decided. But in the ^Eschna group it distinctly joins tt

median supplement, and in the Brachytron group it distinctly exten(

below b}^ one row of cells.

The l)chavior of the distal ends of veins J4 and M^ oft'ers sti

further corroborative testimon3\ Beginning with a condition lit

that found in Boyeria, where there are several rows of cells include

between these two veins for the distal third or fourth of their lengtl

the veins themselves being parallel, development takes place aloii

two distinct lines. In the Brachytron line these veins remain paralle

and specialization consists in the progressive reduction of the eel

between them to a single row. In the ^Eschna line, vein M^ becom»

bent away from \ein J/3 at a point opposite the ])i'oximal end of tl

radial supplement, while reduction proceeds as usual on either side th

place. (See yE. californica^ Plate XL, fig. 1, and ^E. im/ens., Pla

XL, fig. 2.) It will be observed that the vein M^ finally appears to ri

into vein J/3. This is wholly due to the increasing deflection of ve

M^ and to the straightening out of two cross veins which happen
|

lie opposite the point of deflection. These cross veins first arq

« Kritik des Systems der yEschniden, Eiit. Nachr., XVII, i^p. 273-290.
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blaced as to cause vein 3£^ to appear forked (see ^. califarnica, Plate

XL, fig-. 1), when they appear as the upper branch of that fork; finally

ihey appear as the true continuation of the vein. As the anal vein is

fwitched upon the second cubito-anal cross vein in the Libelulidae,

so here vein J/^ is switched into an entirely new position upon two

i^ross veins.

It is worthy of passing remark that this shifting is an accompani-

•nent of differentiation between longitudinal veins in very highl}^

,;pecialized ^Eschnina?. This will be much more clearly seen in actual

wings than in the best of figures. A glance at such wings as those of

Anax jn?iius or ^Eschna californ'ira will discover that Ra is strong,

M^ is weak; M^ is strong, J/, is weak; Cu^ is strong, Cu^ is weak.

The strong vein bounds posteriorly the space in which the weaker one

ies. The cross veins just discussed, which join vein J/j so solidly to

rein J/,, together with several lines of cross veins descending from the

j>itrongest part of the radial sector, complete the boundary of the space

n which the weakest part of vein J/j is included.

;
But to return to our theme, we have seen that the ])ehavior of radial

pector and supplement, of trigonal supplement, and the distal ends of

reins J/, and J/^ furnish cunmlative testimony to two divergent lines

:)f development, which, starting with forms a little less ^lilschna-like

than Boyeria, have e^'olved the groups of Brachytron and ^Enchna.

And we have shown that, with respect to venation at least, the groups

of Neurx^clina^ A/ia,/', and OontphcWc/uiaavG successively more remote.

GompMnse.—In this group we come upon another type of vEschnid

venation, a type which is chiefly characterized by the similar shifting

of the anal vein in both wings, but only to such extent that that vein

tvppears more or less symmetrically forked. There are few venational

•specialties. Neither the shifting of veins for advantage of position

jtior the reduction of cross veins have proceeded very far. That vena-

tion is at a standstill is indicated by the unusual constancy of mechan-

ically unimportant cross veins, such, for instance, as the one traversing

ithe supertriangle. Variation from the type is slight, considering the

large luimber of genera in the group; and such as there is, it does not

lend itself readily to . serial arrangement. The very moderately

widened anal angle of the hind wing is supported mainly by straight

and parallel anal and cul)ital Ijranches, as in the more generalized

^Eschninfe. An anal loop is developed in many genera. ])ut has so

different aspect in several of them it seems quite ])ossil)le it may have

ibeen developed several times independentlv. (See Lanthiis^ Plate

XXXV, fig. 3; CyclophyUa, Plate XXXlV,'fig. Land Hagenhix, tig.

2.3.) A strong trigonal supplement is developed in Jlageinux. The

declined portion of the cubitus (inner side of the triangle) becomes

elongated in the fore wing more than in the hind in CyvlojthyUa and

ApJiylla (Plate XXXIII, fig. 3). Accessory sectors of unusual strength
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are developed upon the posterior side of veins Rs and M^ in Gomjyhid'h

(Plato XXXIV, tjo-. 3). Possibly these features indicate the tips o

numerous short developmental twigs. The brief records of the sovem

parts arc certainly contradictory; and the parts themselves, which on

mig-ht use as bases for the first divisions of the g-roup, seem so ncarl

of equivalent importance that one may hardly choose l)etween thei

with assurance. Probably the records of other organs will, bo mo'

easy of interpretation.

The South American genus Agrlogomphm (tig. 27) exhibits vena

tional characters that are quite as generalized as are to be found in th

tn-oup. Tritmgle and su])triangle are still four-sided, the cubital an

anal veins before them })eing but moderately augulated, the stigma i

weakly braced, there is no anal loop and there are no supplements.

Fig. 27.

—

Wings of Agrmgomphus sp'i

We ma}^ remark, in passing, that the Gomphina?, having attained

fair measure of advantageous vein arrangement, and a fair (or, in tt

strongest species, even a superior) degree of vein diti'erentiation, see)

to have turned to a specialization of another sort. The imagoes are o

the wing less constantly than other Odonata and fly for a shorter perio(

During this time their chief concern is with reproduction, hence ^^

find the external genitalia highly specialized. The shortening of tl

period of imaginal life is correlated, also, with extreme specializatio

of the nymph. In fact, the struggle for existence has })een mainl

transferred to nymphal life.'*

" I liave discussed this niatttcr more at length in my paper, PreUininary studies

North American Gomphina^ Can. Ent., XXIX, 164-168, 1897.
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Fetalurma:'.—The type of venation presented by this singular group
Parallels, rather remotely, the Libellulid^e in the behavior of the anal

j/ein, shifting- as it does upon the second cubito-anal cross vein to brace

bhe antero-internal angle of the triangle in the fore wing, retaining a

more direct course to the hind angle in the hind Aving. It parallels

the fossil Stenoj)hleUa in the curvature of the wing outlines, tending

bward a somewhat sickle-shaped wing apex. The very peculiar, nar-

rowly linear stigma is directly correlated with the wing form. It will

ije observed in the genera TJropetala (fig. 4, .y) and Phenes, in which the

bostal space is most narrowed and the stigma most curved and elon-

gated, the brace vein has

nigrated away from the

^tigma toward the nodus.

Tn this group the anal loop

.IS often not well dift'eren-

pated (fig. 28). Except-

mg at the base of the

ivving, reduction of cross-

'reins has not been carried

ver}" far. Tachoi^teryx

hagenl (fig. 29) seems to

be the most generalized

living member of the

^roup (compare with Plate

XXXVI, fig. 1). It will be

observed this one is most

like the Gomphina?, the

subfamily which is doubt-

less nearest akin. The
g-roup is a veiy small one,

apparently on the wane.

It is well represented

among the Tertiary fossils

of Europe. Of living spe-

cies there is one in the eastern United States, one in Nevada, one in

Japan, and there are several each in Chile and the Australian region.

B. Lihellulidse.—This famil}^, unlike the JEschnidje, exhibits a single

type of venation, whose dominant tendency is toward the differentia-

tion between the wings, by means of the procession of the triangle, and

the switching of the anal vein in the fore wing, and in the hind wing
the recession of the triangle and the elongation of the anal loop.

The stigma is never braced, and the bridge remains shorter than in

the -^schnidfe, with fewer included cross veins.

Macro))iiu}£e.—Members of this group (Plate XLI, figs. 1 and 2)

have followed these tendencies a little wav, and have then gone off on

Proc. N. M. vol. xxvi—02 50

Fig. 28.

—

Bases of wings of Petalura gigantea Leach, and
X detail fkom the region of the nodus, showing the
BRIDGE WITH TWO OBLIQUE VEINS, O' AND O.
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lines of their own, speciiilizing highly. The shifting of the anal vein

in the fore wing, the fusion of the ])ranches of the media be3^ond the

arculus, the development of a strong anal loop (of almost Cordulegas-

terine form, to be sure), the retraction of the nodus in the hind wing,

and especially the general reduction of cross veins and the nan-owing
,

of the apex of the Aving, mark thii^ as a peculiar group, more distinct

than any other Avithin the Libellulid series, and well worthy of sub-

family rank.

lAheUullncV, indudliig ConlaluicV, k. dr.—Passing Macromla, and '

passing also a few isolated forms with triangles in the fore wing four i

sided and in the hind wing often little retracted and with the anal loop

short, indistinct, or wanting^'—all lateral offshoots, 1 believe, from

near the bottom of the Libellulid series—we come upon a series of

closelv related forms, the most extensive and flourishing in the order, i

It Avere idle to attempt to indicate all the lines of specialization to be i

Fig. 29.—AViNGS ok Tiirlioptiri/.r hagciii Selys, details in part omitted im fore wing.

found in the Avings of this series. We Avill endea\^or to point out only

a fcAv of the leading tendencies that are superadded to the more gen-

eral ones already noticed.

It is most interesting to note, in this series, hoAV the two venation-

evolving processes already discussed, vein adjustment and vein differ-

entiation, have alternately held sway. Thus, in the ffrst instance, vein i'

adjustment has been carried out to a very moderate extent, vein differ-

«I pass these by because I have not found the genetic thread that will bind

them into a natural series. I haA'e seen but few of them {Tetrathemis, fig. 10;

Nannodythemis, Nannothemis (Plate XLIII, fig. 2), Nannodiplax, and Nannophya),

and in this paper we are dealing only with lines of development. These are among
the rarest of specimens in collections, and differ so much among themselves that

there are of them almost as many genera as species. They have all the earmarks of

developmental remnants. If Karsch's group Nannophyx (Ent. Nachr., XV, pp.

245-26:>) should be made to include all these forms, it should include also Cordnlephya

and perhaps fdiiovy.r, which have more affinity with some of these than with any of

the CorduHiiic proper.
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entiation to a remarkable extent, and the result has been the evolution

of the Corduliiniv, 6\ str. (Plate XLII.) The l)ranchos of the media

are never extensively fused at their departure from the arculus. The
true course of the anal vein behind the triangle is never obscured.

The anal loop never becomes distinctly foot shaped. It is short in

Goinphoniacro7nla (Plate XLIll, fig. 1); longer and shaped like the

conventional diagram of a simple gland in Oxygastra (Plate XLII, fig.

2), truncated on the end l>ut not widened in Neocordnlia androqynis

(Plate XLII, fig. 1); squarely truncated and slightly widened in the

undescribed Neocordnlia shown in fig. 3(»; and obliquel}^ truncate and
increasingly widened on the "toe'' side in Hem /cordid!a (Plate XLII,
tig. 3), Soinatochlora, etc. In short, the vein shifting of the Libellu-

lidpe is far from reaching its maximum in this group, but a fairly

Fig. 30.—Wings of an undescribed species of yeocordtilia from Brazil.

advantageous arrangement of the veins has been attained, and reduc-

tion of unimportant and strengthening of important veins has pro-

ceeded until the Corduline wing has become the equal in efliciency of

the best of insect wings and the superior of most others in its own
,
family.

Among Libellulinge proper, AgrionojHera and its nearest allies seem,

on the whole, about as generalized as any (Plate XLIV, figs. 1-3) in

'having cubitus and anal vein ver^^ moderately angulated before the

triangle in the fore wing, slight recession of the triangle and a short

anal loop in the hind wing, and in the form of the wing as a whole.

Passing up the series we find the triangles progressing along lines

we have already pointed out, the anal loop becoming foot shaped, and

extending a support for the ever-widening anal area. When it was

just becoming foot shaped, with a rudimentary "toe" meeting the hind
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margin of the wing, the hind angle only moderately enlarged, special-

ization by reduction seems again to have dominated, producing a group
ij,

of genera of which Macr(jthendf< is a good exponent (Plate XLVI, '

fig.l).

Then there is the important group of genera allied to LiheJhda, in

which the branches of the media at their departure from the arculus

are hardly fused, in which the narrowing and transverse elongation of

the triangle and the deflection of the anal vein before the triangle have i

progressed very far, but in which only a very moderate reduction of

cross veins has occurred (Plate XLVIII). The tendency of vein if^
'

to become undulate is also a feature of this group.

There is also the heterogeneous group of genera allied to Neurotliemu.

These will at least agree in exhibiting the highest degree of vein r|

adjustment together with the lowest degree of vein reduction to be ([

•found in the series (lig. 18).' 1

At some point in this series not remote from Celithemk (Plate i

XLVI, fig. 2) may have set in the extensive reduction of cross veins

characteristic of a verj^ large number of genera allied to Symjyetnim.

(See Plate XLVI, fig. 3, and Plate XLVII, fig. 1.)

Another offshoot from near the same place, combining in a high

degree both kinds of specialization, culminates in Tramea and its

allies (Plate XLIX), which I regard the most specialized of Libel-

lulinjv, if not of all Odonata.

In the three last-mentioned groups there is a pretty adjustment of
,

the second cross vein in the space between veins J/j and J[/^ in oppo- ij

sition to the proximal end of the radial supplement. Plates XLV and

XLVI and fig. 2 of Plate XLVII will show its increasing definiteness

and obliquity of position and the perfecting of the brace of which it

is a third part, the other parts being the supplement and the oblique i;

vein. A trivial character this ? Indeed it is but a straw, yet it shows

the way biologic winds blow.

ZYGOPTERA.

In this suborder we have again two families, the more generalized

abounding, as before, in venational experiments (if I may so speak),

some of which have been abandoned in recent times, the more special-

ized, being more homogeneous, characterized by a single principal

trend in its wing development. The suborder as a whole has retained

in recent times two primitive characters, in the similarity of fore and

hind wings" and in the total lack of supplements.

A. CalojAerygidx.—There are four fairly distinct types of venation

in this family, the most peculiar of which is represented by the fossil

genus hophlebia (fig. 31). In this type the hind wing was as much
dilated at the base as in the Anisoptera, but by very different means.

" For this reason we figure in most cases but one wing.
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The support for the expanded area developed upon vein (7^2, which

was set off from vein Cii^ liy a long- posteriori j'^ directed stalk; sec-

ondaiy branches developed upon the posterior jside of vein 6Vo radiating

to the wing margin. The anal vein did not join vein Ou.,. The stigma

was unbraced, and the wings were decurved at the tips, much as in the

Petal urinie.

Among living Calopterygida? the tendency has been to match cross

i veins in lines parallel with the veins, thus producing a large number

'of interpolated sectors between the principal veins. This has been

'carried so far that few vestiges of the primitively hexagonal form

of the cells remain. This has facilitated (perhaps we should sa}' has

• accompanied) the throwing
' of the wing membrane into

longitudinal furrows, and we
find the sectors, in some

forms, alternately convex

and concave even to the dis-

tal margin of the wing. In

those forms in which the

furrowing of the membrane
is most general we tind the

least tendency toward re-

duction of cross veins. Per-

haps the fanlike folding of

the membrane enabled it to

resist bending and rendered

unnecessary the differentia-

tion of stronger veins for

that purpose.

EpaUagin ».—This group

comprises the more general-

ized living members of the

family, especially in the Le-
-BASE (IF WINGS OF Ix(,ii),\( pia (FOSSII.) IN PART

AKTEE DeICHMOIJ,EK.

gion Euphwa of de Selys,

wherein the nymphs, so far as known, have paired gill filaments along

the sides of the abdomen and have biramous mandibles. In this group

the media tends to descend to the middle of the arculus, the nodus to

recede moderately toward the base of the wing, and the quadrangle to

lose the dividing cross vein. The quadrangle behaves similarlv in both

fore and hind wings. Pseudopltsea seems, on the whole, as primitive

as any genus of the group (tig. 32). Rhinocypha and its allies (Plate

LII, tigs. 1, 2, and 5) constitute a short lateral series. De Selys long-

ago showed, from characters not drawn from the wings, that they

constitute a distinct suliordinate group, but he did not point out the

venational characters in which they are peculiar. These will be dis-
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covered by observing the behavior of the medial and cubital branches

just after their separation. Just bcvond the arculus veins J/i+g and

M. separate by arching in t)pposite directions, forming a symmetrical

fork. At the end of the quadrangle vein J/^ arches forward, vein

Cu^^ sometimes arching with it, and vein 6^1*2 arches backward, the

two thus becoming set in opposing positions. Vein Cu^ remains

simpU\

Fl(i. 82.—WlNC OF Pt<ruiliipli:tii t:}/^

Throughout the group the stigma is well developed. In the space

between veins J/j and JI^ the longest of the sectors occupies an inter-

mediate position, with shorter sectors on either side of it. The South

American Cyanocliar'ix (Plate LI, fig. 3) and D'lcterian parallel the

next following group in the fusion o-f vein M^_^ with the radius bej^ond

the arculus, but in general the group is wholly lacking in those

peculiar developments that characterize the two next groups.

Anisopleura, Epallage (Plate LI, fig. 2), Bayadera^ CyanocharisiPhiiQ

Fig. 33.—Ba.se of fohewinu and a bit of hindwing of Rhinocypha sp? o, oblique vein that
WORKS THE I'OINT OF SEPARATION OF THE TRACHEA OF THE RADIAL SECTOR.

LI, fig. 3), Dlphlehia, and IViiloganga (fig. 44) illustrate a tendency

toward the reduction of the base of the wing, and toward a consider-

able degree of vein difiercntiation throughout the membrane. The
general result is analogous to that arrived at in the Agrionina\

discussed below.

VcKtalina?..—In all this extensive group the media descends the

arculus and departs from it in a line that is continued directly by\i

vein J/",, Avhilc \em M^+o arches strongly from its anterior side. The'j
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ffork is thus unilateral. In such genera as Calopteryx (fig. 34) and
^Yestalis (fig. 41), vein J/i+o reunites with the radius—completel}^ fuses

with it—only to separate again, after which its base appears as a cross

[Vein and its distal end as a branch of the radius." The longest of the

sectors between veins J/^ and ilQ closely parallels vein J^, with all

the- shorter sectors liefore it. The stigma tends to atrophy, more
rapidl}^ in the males. The quadrangle becomes unusualh^ elongated,

and is almost alwaj's convex on its anterior side and traversed by a

number of cross vems, among which the identity of the typical one is

never evident. Vein Chu, just beyond the quadrangle, sets off a recur-

Fig. 34.

—

Calopfcryx maculata Beauvois, fore wing and base of hind wing.

rent liranch for the support of the anal angle of the wing. The longer

interpolated sectors tend to become attached as forks to the front side

of the principal veins, and to become set in opposition to the same

beyond the point of their attachment. Vestalis (fig. 41) illustrates

well the culmination of nearly all of these tendencies.

A short side line includes only ILtcerlna and Lars. The tendencj' in

these is neither toward narrowing the wing at the base nor widening

it beyond, but it is found evolving a unique transverse wing brace out

of the bases of the cubital branches. (Plate LI, fig. 4.)

"Thus the radius gained its typical complement of branches, which enabled

Redtenbacher to see in Calopteryj; the form of wing from which all other Odonate

wings might be derived! (Ann. k. k. naturhist. Hofmus. Wieu, I, 188G, p. 1(37.)
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The main line includes such forms as Pfiaon, Mnai.^^ CaJoptery.r

(fig. 34), NeHrohas/s (fig. 43), and Vestalh (fig. 41), m which the

tendenc}^ is toward further vein adjustment without nuich furtlier

vein differentiation; attaching sectors to principal veins, tuid widening

the wing distally, losing the stigma.

Tlior'uise,.—Another t^^pe of venation is found in Tliore (fig. 35) and >

its allies, a very circumscribed group, comprising but a few South

American genera. De Selys long ago set this group apart upon an

excellent venational character, i. e., the media does not descend thei

arculus at all. To this may be added, the media departs from tli(>

ai'cnlus in lin(> with its branch J/i, while J/, arches strongly from its:

posterior side, thus making a unilateral fork which is in position the

reverse of that of the VestaliucT.

The longest of the sectors be-v

tween veins J/j and JSL^ closely-

parallels vein J/j, with all the

'

shorter sectors behind it. The <

hasal curvature of vein M^ makes

the quadrangle concave anteri-

orl}", and widest at the proximal

end. There is an odd diti'er-

entiation between quadrangles

of fore and hind wings, that of

the latter becoming twice the

length of that of the former. In

Cora (fig. 36) vein Cu^^ is almost

simple; in Tliore^ Euthore, and

Chalcopteryx it is symmetrically

forked just be3'Ond the quad-

rangle.

While in this group a form

and general aspect of wing much
like that of the typical Calop-

teryginse has been developed, a

comparison of the venational characters will show that the means

employed have been almost diametrically opposite.

Some synthetic types.—In Plate XLI, fig. 3, there is shown a new
figure of the nuich-discussed Pdlxoi^ldehia snperstes Selys, from Ja-

pan—fore and hind wing of a female specimen, photo-enlarged. It

is b}' no means easy to indicate the nearest relationship of this isolated )

species. "Wing characters, like other characters, are contradictory. It

agrees with the Lestinte and with the more generalized members of

de Selys's heterogeneous and untenable Legion Podagrion in the form
of the stigma and arrangement of cross veins behind it, and in the

arrangement of the interpolated sectors in the space between veins

J/j and J^, and also in the obliquely placed quadrangles. It agrees

furthoi- with Lestina> in the possession of a long bridge terminated

Fig. 35.—Base op wings of Thore gifjantca Sel.
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distally by an oblique vein. It differs utterly, however, in the form

of the quadrano'le of the hind wing-, in the remoteness of the nodus

from the arculus, and in the relation of the arculus to the hypertro-

phied antenodal cross veins

It agrees with generalized Gomphines in the last-named particular

(compare with Plate XXXV, tig. 3), also in the general relations of

bridge and oblique vein, and relations between arculus and nodus;

but its quadrangles are undivided, and the hind margin of both wings

is utterl}" unlike all known Anisoptera. In having a quadrangle that

is obliquely placed, narrowing distally in the fore wing and widening

distally in the hind wing and undivided in l)oth, it stands entirely

alone.

De Selys pointed out when he described the species that it showed

striking reseml)lance to the fossil genus Ileterophlchia—a genus, unfor-

tunately, still insufficiently known. The quadrangle of the fore wing

is, in fact, practically identical; and other parts of the wing, so far as

known (whether there were hypertrophied antenodals is uncertain), are

similar. But the quadrangle of the hind wing in IleteropJdc'hki is

very different. The cubitus, instead of being declined before the

Fig. 36.—Hind wing of Cora incana Hagen.

i quadrangle as in Palseophleb'ta^ is bent at the middle of its posterior

' side, and from that point springs the dividing cross vein, as in Anisop-

tera; and the cross vein is declined so far that it rests against the

upper end of the terminal cross vein of the quadrangle. There is yet

another point of difference, of perhaps even greater importance. The

: bridge at its inner end is directed toward and attached to vein J/j in

' Ileterophlehia, whereas it turns the other way and attaches to vein

|J/i+2in Palxoplilebia and in all living Odonata. (Although in the

more generalized Gomphina? it is apparentlv symmetrically forked

and not turned either way, whenever the fork happens to be un.sym-

, metrical the leaning is seen to be toward the anterior side.) This is a

difference of kind that is not to bo passed over lightly.

[
HeterojMeUa shares this peculiarity with one other genus, Tarso-

\phlehia, likewise fossil, and it is a strong bond of union between them,

iof more importance than their rather striking differences, these being

mainly differences of degree. Tarsop!debla" has the quadrangles

a Libellula panneuitziana Goppert belongs in Tarsophlebia, as will be seen by com-

i paring Assman's figure of the type (Zeitschr. fiir Entomologie, I (n. s.), 1870, pi. i,

[fig. 11) with fig. 3 of Hagen'a plate cited herewith. Heterophkbia jucunda Hagen is

f not a Heterophh-hia at all, nor even nearly related thereto.
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even more obliquely placed, similar in fore and hind wing, without

the dividino- ci'oss vein, and also without the basal cross vein, so that

the quadrangle is confluent with the basal space, much as in the fore

wing of fig. 38. The space between veins M^ and M^ is narrower also,

with a difl'erent arrangement of interpolated sectors. These characters

are well shown" l)v Dr. Hagen, to whom we owe our best knowledge

of these remarkable forms.

B. Aqrionhhe.—This family is in essential agreement in all those \

venational characters which are most fundamental. The tendency '

throughout is toward extreme reduction of the anal area, making the

wing "petiolate," and toward the matching of cross veins in trans-

verse lines. The antenodal cross veins are almost alwaj'S reduced to >

two. The nodus is greatly retracted and the quadrangle approxi-

mated to it. The media does not descend the arculus.

Lcstincr.—This group is quite unique in its own family in one char-

acter that has been already indicated, the radial sector fuses with vein

il/g for a long space, and an oblique vein and a ver}^ long bridge, reach-

FiG. 37.—Wing of Majaloprepus ceruleatus Drury.

ing more than halfwa}' from the nodus to the arculus, are preserved.

Nodus and quadrangle are but moderatel}^ approximated, and the match-

ing of cross veins seems only begun (see Plates LI, figs. 6 and 7, and

LIII, fig. 1).

Anormosttgmatini.—In this curious group the radial sector leaves

vein M^ at the subnodus, and nodus and quadrangle are quite approxi-

mate. The part of the wing beyond the nodus becomes very greatly

enlarged. The stigma is never braced; on the other hand, it becomes

difi'use or is lost. Cross veins fall into transverse lines over a consid-

erable part of the wing (Plate LI, fig. 8), especially in the smaller

species, and interpolated longitudinal sectors in Megaloprcpm (fig. 87)

and Microstigma become attached to principal veins, of which they

then appear as branches. In the space between veins M^ and J/, the

longest sector parallels vein 31^. Here the retraction of the nodus
toward the base of the wing and the migration of. the base of vein

J/, outward toward the stigma have attained their maximum. These
are among the most grotesquely specialized of living insects.^

« PaUeontographica, XV, 1866, pi. ii.

''Since this paper was written the venation of the genus Thaumatoneuria has

become known to mo thrnngli Dr. Calvert's figures (Biol. Centr. Amer., Neur., pi.
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Agrioninse.—This group contains a larger number of genera and

;pecies than any other of equal homogeneit}'^ of venational character-

•stics. The radial sector leaves vein 3f^ near the nodus (sometimes

j'ollowing vein J/g in its migration along vein 31^ toward the stigma),

'md nodus and quadrangle tend to close approximation. Cross veins

fire generally matched in transverse lines, and the stigma is generally

krongl}' braced.

[
Two minor lines of development may be briefly indicated in passing:

i3ne, tending toward the loss of the branches of the cubitus

—

Palximia

•Plate LIIl, tig. 2), Platysticta (Plate LIU, tig. 3), DisjMroneura (Plate

LIV, fig. 2), Idioneura (Plate LIV, fig. 3), and Oamoneura (Plate LIV,

'ig. 4); and a second, including nearly the whole of the group which

lacked this tendency, but in which nodus and quadrangle become more

uid more approximate, and the veins J/j, R^, and M.^ migrate sepa-

rately along vein J/j from their accustomed places toward the stigma

'[Plate LllI, tigs. 4, 5, and 6), or in which progress has consisted in

Fig. 38.—Wings of Hcniiphkbia mirabilis Selys.

mere reduction of cross veins and better matching of them in transverse

lines, and in the perfecting braces at the nodus and elsewhere.

This series furnishes in the genus Ileiiuphleh'ia (tig. 38) a striking

[example of the loss of a cross vein that is elsewhere very constant—the

III, figs. 16 and 21). I think Thaumatoneuria belongs here; it has all the essential

venational characters of this group, and surely these are sufficiently distinctive. It

is more generalized than Megaloprcpus, in that vein M., has made less progress along

vein 3fi away from the nodus, some vestiges of the primeval extra antenodal cross

veins are preserved, most of the interpolated sectors are still unattached to the veins,

and the stigma is larger and better preserved. It is a curious and probably significant

fact that in the two series of Zvgoptera—Vestalin.e and Anormosti(;.matin.e—in

which the long sector between veins J/j and M.2, parallels M.^ should lie the only ones

in which the stigma progressively dwindles and disappears. It is conceivable that

the stigma might lose importance for want of the support that this sector would give

if approximated to it at the apical bend. Perhaps the concavity on the costa in

Mecistogader lucretia (Plate LI, fig. 8) and the conjoining and the sharp bending

backward of the veins beliind it may be a unique way of supplying such deficiency of

bracing, preserving the utility of the stigma as a weighted striking point toward the

end of the cutting edsfe of the wing.
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cross vein forming the lower end of the arculus/' This is ontirel

absent from the fore wing of the males; it is present, however, in tb

hind wing of both sexes, and often also in the fore wing of the femah

The loss of this cross vein has resulted from a shift of other veins an

a consequent shift of responsibility in stress of wing stroke. Tl

synmietrical fork formed at the separation of veins 31^+^ and J/, (els.

where always unilateral unless the fork be very narrow) and the upwai

bend of the anal vein at its departure from the hind margin, to mefti

the cu])ito-anal cross vein and the very considerable progression of tit

arculus beyond the second antenodal, are the visible signs of the reac

justment which has relieved the basal side of the quadrangle of i

former responsibility.

It is needless to remark after observing the form of the wings, th;

among the Zygoptera there are no strong flying species. Most (

them fly so low over the surface of the water that their winge;

enemies can not safely descend to their level. The Lestina^ live ami

sheltering semiaquatic vegetation. Vestalinfe seem not to be desire

for food; their coloring may suggest that they are not good eatinj

The action of the wings is that of sculling solely; only the distal po

tion of the wing which takes the active part in insects' flight is we'

developed. There is no soaring basal aeroplane, as in the Anisopteri

to support the body passively by merely gliding upon the resistant ai

1 ort'er below a scheme of subfamilies for the order, which seems I

me to be, in the light of the evidence that present knowledge of vent

tion affords, an approximation toward equivalent values for theft'

groups. The weakest distinction seems to me to be between the Co

dulina^ and the Libellulina?; the most doubtful association of recei

forms that of Cordidegaster and Petalia together. The fossil grou]i

seem not onl}^ more isolated but also more strongl}^ characterize

structurally than the others.

1. Gomphinx (recent and fossil).

2. Petalurinse (recent and fossil).

3. Stenophlehinas (fossil).

4. Cordulegasterinie (recent and fossil).

5. Chlorogomphinx (recent).

6. JEschninx (recent and fossil).

7. yEsdmidiinve (fossil).

8. MacTomiimr, (recent).

9. Cordulinx (recent and fossil).

10. Libcllulinic (recent and fossil).

11. Ileterophlebinse (fossil).

12. Palaeophlebimx (recent).

13. Epalhui'mx (recent and fossil).

14. Vestalimv (recent).

15. Thor'ma' ( recent)

.

16. Lestime (recent and fossil).

17. Agrioninse (recent and fossil).

Anisoptera.

yEschnidfe.

Lil)ellulida

Zygoptera.

CalopterygidsB.

Agrionida;.

«This arcnlus cross vein is absent in the fossil genus Tarsophlebia as already note
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I

V. DYNAMIC CONTROL IN VEIN EVOLUTION.

\ So numerous are the evidences that veins are largely controlled in

heir development by purely mechanical causes, it would be impossible,

^ere it not also undesirable, to enumerate them here. We have come
Ipon parallelisms at every turn. We have seen essentially the same

iiechanical feature of efficient wings made out of homologically dif-

ferent things repeatedly. But the adult wing is only a machine, and

his was to have been expected. It remains now for us to notice a few

|eatures which indicate the operation in these wings of far-reaching

nechanical principles.

It is not at all surprising that we should Hnd the first regular form

liken on by the areoles of the wing to l)e hexagonal. The hexagon is

[lature's favorite plane figure, and there is a good mathematical reason

yhy it should be so: economy is a good biological reason. We have

fiG. 39.—Diagram illustrating a typical (hypothetical) arrangement of the aeroles in

I ONE OF the wider SPACES OF THE WING.

r

f

ilready shown that bordering, straight veins eliminate certain angles

|»f the hexagons, converting them into pentagons and rectangles. We
)ass now to notice the arrangement of the areoles in the wider areas

>f the wing, where least influenced by the veins. The spaces between

')rincipal veins or branches of veins, widening distally, are filled prox-

mally by a single row of rectangles or b}" a double row of alternating

)entagons. Actual hexagons are present onl}^ when there are three or

laore rows of areoles included. The first cell in each added row is

ypically a pentagon, which presents an angle to the cleft between the

eparating rows of areoles and a straight side to meet succeeding hexa-

gons. A triangle or a heptagon would of course do the same, but

lot with so little disturbance of surrounding hexagons. Opposite the

nitial pentagon an areole in one of the preexisting rows acquires an

idditional side, becoming a heptagon (or a hexagon, of course, if it

v^ere first a pentagon). Thus pentagon and heptagon arc complemcntal,

nd together initiate new rows of cells with the least possible disturb-
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ance of the series of hexagons. The accompanying diagram (hg, 39

shows the ideal cell arrangement.'*

I hasten now to add that a perfectly typical arrangement of th

areoles throughout a single entire space in a dragon-fly wing 1 hav

not found, althougli it is easy to find in many of the more generalizei

forms ample evidence of the opoi'atio

of the principle. The accompanyin;

drawing (fig. 40) of parts of actufi

wings will serve for illustration,

have made no hunt for better, for thes

show, also, wh}^ the typical conditio

is so early lost. Accessory trachea

branches penetrate along broken linei

of cross veins, bringing them into line

then supplements are superadded, ani

the havoc of the hexagons is completel

Enough of the typical arrangement fo

recognition is to be looked for only i

wings lacking strong accessory trachea:

branches and supplements.

Tissue cells often appear hexagone

in section, and when crowded into sin

ilarly shaped areas, often behave a

do these areoles of dragon-flies' wingt

The histologist who looks over the plate

accompanjdng this paper will not fa

to see here and there groups of areok

showing conformation entirely compai

able to familiar images of tissue cell'

Coming now to some points whic

have to do probably only with win*.'

and with aerial navigation, we reca

that a form of wing broad at base an,

narrow and pointed at the apex, we

known for its efiiciency in insects get

erally, we have seen developed twic

upon two ver}' difi'erent plans, culm

nating in Anax and Tramea respectively. Both have adjusted tb

wing apex to a degree of rigidity on the costal margin, and of plianc

behind it, which gives the greatest resultant in forward motion f(

«Dr. R. T. Jackson has shown (Bull. Geol. See. Amer., YIII, 1896, p. 164) that tl

interambulacral plates of sea urchins are potential hexagons, that the border ro\

are pentagons—hexagons, with one angle eliminated, as here—and that pentagon ai

heptagon together initiate new rows of plates. Practical] y the only difference betwe(

the typical arrangement of these areoles and that of the interambulacral plates,

figured by Dr. Jackson, arises out of the difference in the shape of the areas to be occ
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inipid vibration in air. Botii have developed at the wing base close

again.st the body a broad soaring surface, an aero-plane, which in

rapid flight supports the weight of the body upon the resistant air.

[Wings of broad base and pointed apex are characteristic of other

finsects of rapid flight, but in most others (hawk moths, cicadas, bees,

etc.) the two wings are united and used as one. The })asal expanse is

'Secured by shortening the hind wing and directing it posteriorly.

Difl'erent as are the wings of birds, these also are sharply pointed in

the species of swiftest flight (ducks, swallows, etc.). I can not state

ithe aeronautic principle involved in the pointed wing, but I ask no

better proof of its existence than is furnished b}" the efScienc}" of

s,\xc\i a wing and its repeated independent development.

I,
In the arrangement of the principal veins we have called attention

to the fact that the Odonata, except in the earliest stages, difl'er very

widely from all other insects. There is hardly a group from which

'they difl'er more in fundamental plan than the Ascalaphida?. The latter

Fig. 41.—Wing of Vedali^ amoena Sei.ys.

have the radial sector enormously developed and in its accustomed

place, occupying the central held of the wing, while the media is

greatly reduced; in the Odonata the development of these parts is

reversed and the radial sector is out of place. The differences at the

costal border of the wings is so great that I will only invite compari-

son of the Ascalaphid wing in Plate XXXVI, fig. 2, with the wing of

any dragon-fly. If now, without reference to homologies, we examine
this wing of Ulida, we will see in it familiar mechanical features.

(1) From the stigma there extends obliquel}- across the wing tip to

the posterior margin a vein whicli occupies the position, and probably

performs the function, of the vein J/j^ in the Odonata. (2) Inter-

secting the wing obliqueh% so as to mark ofl' a basal posterior tliird

pied in the two cases. In the echinoderm the area is symmetrical, and new rows are

introduced alternately on the two sides. In the dragon-fly wing the space is uni-

lateral, as shown in the diagram, and the rows are introduced chiefly upon the

anterior, convex side. The principle is the same; ])ut we should not omit to notice

how different are the two things whose arrangement it controls—in the one case,

solid plates; in the other, a mere rim of solid matter surrounding an almost emi)ty

i'pace.
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of it, are two parallel veins, separated by a single row of cells, anal

ogou's to the veins 31^ and J/^ in the Odonata. (3) Behind these is si

transverse bracing of the basal part of the wing, analogous to the

trianole in the Anisoptera, and to the special braces beyond the quad

ranfflc in Z(n\^ and Jletxrlna.

^^ XJfi^.
Fig. 42.—Diagram (hypothetical) of the evolytion of a brace for a unilateral fork; 1, 2, 3,

SUCCESSIVE stages.

We have shown that the brace vein to the stigma and the supple

nients, etc., arc independently developed in several groups. We hav(

shown that the sectors interpolated between the tips of veins in severa

oroups have become attached to veins, making the latter appear forked

bur illustrations of this were veins /i-v in the Aeschnin*, and vehi

i/g and M^ in Clialmpteryx (fig. 22) ; but if one wishes to see how fa

Fig. 43.

—

Wings of Ncurobash kaiipii Brauer.

this process has been carried on independent lines, let him examiii

such wings as those of Megaloprepus (fig. 37) and Vestalis (fig. 41).

There is one frequent tendency toward purel}' mechanical improve

ment of which we have given but a single example—the bridge, joinin

the radial sector to vein M^^^. It is manifest alwaj^s in a brace (

the same kind as the one which we have technically designated as th

bridge, and is formed at a point where a branch springs from the sid

of a straight vein and then bends parallel. The accompanying diagrai
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f (fig. 42) shows how such a brace is evolved out of the boundaries of

[Ordinary cells,

I
This brace joins the main vein with the elbow in the branch, thus

^correcting the mechanical weakness of the unilateral fork. Aside

ifrdin the bridge, such a brace is developed in Rhlnocyjyha {^g. 33),

extending the attachment of vein Rs along vein J/1+2 toward the

arculus;" also, in Chalcopteryx and many Calopteryginse; again, at the

I proximal end of vein 31^ in Neurobasis (fig. 43) and a few closely

related genera,^ as it was, also, in some fossil species referred to

\ Stenoj)hlebia; again, at the proximal end of vein M^^ in Nasi?esch7ia

\

pentacantJia (Plate XXXIX, fig. 1) and many other Anisoptera, in

which, however, it is, as a rule, imperfectly developed or not developed

at all; and again in Philoganga montana (fig. 44). The bridge itself

seems to be still extending proximally in some LestinaB (Plate LI,

figs. 6 and 7, and LIII, fig. 1), its slender proximal end being often

unattached to vein M^ + 3.

ji Here we have strong side light upon the early history of that most

distinctive peculiarity of dragonliy wings, the crossing of the radial

Fig. 44.—Wing of Philoganga montana Selys.

sector over two branches of the media and the development of the

bridge. Why this crossing should ever have taken place is left

entirel}^ unexplained. That it was established very early in the his-

tory of the group is indicated by its occurrence in very early nymphal

life, crossing being no longer possible after the internal fusion of the

hypoderm cells to form the tracheal channels. But, once across, it

formed a weak unilateral fork upon the posterior side of vein J/3,

while occupying a field where strong developments were possible.

Hence a strong bridge was evolved for its support, and the develop-

ment of the bridge doubtless followed the lines we have just indicated.

The proximal end of the bridge in most living species joins vein M^..^

directly, but in most Gomphinfe it appears as if forked, and in the

fossil Heterophlebina? it joined vein J/, directly.

In the singularly isolated fossil genus iSfenoph/ehJa, whose venation

has been figured in a very detailed manner by Hagen,*" there is a con-

«It will be remembered that the trachea Rs here springs directly from trachea

3/1 + ^. The oblique vein (r/, fig. 34) marks the place of its origin; on the proximal

side is the added brace {hr^).

6 It will be observed that this brace is better developed in the fore wing than in

the hind in Neurohasi}<; similarly, the other brace just mentioned for Choh-opteryx;

two further exanijiles, therefore, of unequal development of fore and hind wings.

'•' Pala?ontographica, XV, pi. iii, tig. 1.

Proc. N. M. vol. xxvi—02 51
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dition of the crossing of the radial sector so curious one hesitates at

attempting- to explain it on the ground of published figures that were

draAvn without ontogony in mind. It looks as if, a little bej^ond the

iKxhis, the radial sector had crossed over but one branch of the media

and had then developed a short supporting bridge; as if a stage a little

less primitive than that shown for trachea in fig, 1, B^ had been the

permanent condition in this genus. But perhaps the interpretation of)

homologies given by Hagen is correct (naturally it is the only one thati

would occur to him), in which case the bridge is developed as a sup-

port to vein J/j. and the radial sector is shifted proxinially at its;

base—a very curious state of things for Anisoptera! And Stenopldebid

is distinctly anisopterous, notwithstanding its lack of differentiation

between fore and hind wing. Aside from the characters just dis-

cussed, it is a very curious form in its sickle-shaped wing tips, its

dislocated nodus with the subcosta descending upon the radius,-

its undifferentiated subtriangles, its triangles transversely placed im

both fore and hind wings, and its remarkably developed trigonal

supplements.

If I mistake not, it is to the readjustment of stress after the crossing

of the radial sector that is due the curious bendings of veins J/g and

J/^ in many fossils (notalily in Cymatophlehia)^ in some living forms

of ancient aspect {^l^hyUopetalla^ fig. 26, and Cldorogoriq^hus^ fig, 24,

etc.), and in some of the more generalized members of groups at present

dominant (
Gomphiexehna. Plate XXXVII, fig. 1 ; I)!(lymops, Plate XLI,i

fig. 2, etc.). This bending is very different from the undulation of the

radial sector in certain Libellulinse. This is primitive, defective, and

early disappears in the dominant groups, or becomes transformed into

something ver}' ditt'erent and more useful. That other is recent, local,

I

and is but one among several factors in the bracing of the wing area

in which it occurs.

A\'hen vein Cu became unilateral on its posterior side, the weakness

of this fork was corrected })y the apposition of the distal end of vein

It must be borne in mind that dynamic control in vein development,

dynamic genesis, or whatever we call it, may be but the result of the

natural elimination or subordination of those variations w^hich do not'

tend toward the mechanical perfecting of the machinery of flight.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS.

1. In the course of this study I have come upon numerous mani-

festations of developmental dynamics:

{a) I have shown the operation in dragon-fly wings of far-reaching

"This type of I)racinff, which is so confusing of homologies as generally to require

ontogenetic study for their unraveling, is of very cominon occurrence near the apex

of grasshopper wings.
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mechanical principles, in accordance with which the potentially hex-

agonal areole.s of the wing are arranged in the spaces they must
occupy, as are other wholly unrelated potentially hexagonal struc-

\
tures in other organisms.

\
(h) I have shown that there is developed in this group, several

\
times independently, a form of Aving that is elsewhere most etlicient

—

[ a wing broad at base and long and pointed at the apex, rigid at the

, front and pliant toward the rear margin—a wing combining the prin-

, ciple of the aeroplane with that of the scull.

I

(c) I have shown that the development of wing braces follows

strictly mechanical principles, analogous braces being repeatedly

developed out of homologically different parts. Many examples have

ji
been cited within the order, and one without, in the comparison of

[ Odonate and Ascalaphid wings.

i
2. In this study I have indicated processes concerned with the

i development of these wings which will probabl}^ be found affecting

I

the evolution of insect wings in general:

j

{(/) I have shown that there are two kinds of specialization in

! operation throughout the order—vein shifting, concerned with secur-

ing- advantageous position of the parts, and vein differentiation, con-

cerned with the strengthening of the most important veins by an

economical use of all strength-giving wing material. The former

1
alone seems to have been made use of in venational studies hitherto;

I the latter is often a more sure criterion of the degree of specialization.

I

(h) I have offered a hypothetical explanation of the progressive

I
differentiation between veins and membrane.

3. In the study of dragon-fly wing venation only the comparative

I

anatomy of the adult wings has been drawn upon hitherto. I have

added the ontogenetic method, beginning my study of the veins with

that of their antecedent trachea. I have found this method to fur-

nish most satisfactory evidence as to what was the primitive position

of the veins in almost every part of the wing for all the principal

groups of the Odonata. This, followed by careful study of adult

wings, both recent and fossil, has enabled me to make some slight con-

tributions to Odonatology proper:

(a) I have for the first time homologized in detail the parts of the

dragonfly wing- with those of the wings of insects of other orders,

applying the simple Redtenbacher terminology, retaining the special

terms already in use for parts not represented in other orders, simpli-

fying some of them, and adding a few new terms for parts not hitherto

designated by name.

(?>) Homologies within the order have been pretty well understood

for a long time, thanks to the labors of many able entomologists,

among whom may be mentioned Hagen, Walsh, and especially that

lifelong student of this order, Baron de Selys Longchamps. In 1893,
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Calverf critically reviewed and correctly stated the matter, adding J

some results of his own. I have been al)le to extend the study of

homologies in a few parts, such as the region of the bridge, the sup-

plements, the anal area, and several spaces in which special bracings

occur. In these places occur the most distinctive venational features

of the smaller groups.

{(•) Incidentally, I have shown something of the relative values of

the different characters that have been used hitherto to distinguish

groups. Characters drawn from the form and position of the arculus .

and triangle and other strong braces have always proved reliable, but
l|

it is very clear that antenodal and other cross veins have been greatly v.

overvalued, and it is equally clear that many other more important i,

venational characters have not been noted. It is not the presence or }]

absence of weak cross veins, but the position and relations of those that 1

strongly brace the wing; not the number of rows of areoles that may y

till a wide area, but the course of principal veins and of their sup-

porting sectors, that are of first importance.

{(I) I have been able to indicate many new minor lines of special!- ,

zation within the order, and to add new and corroborative evidence to
,1

some lines alreadv indicated by Kollie, Karsch, and Calvert. Owing :

to the presence in these wings of a number of characters which may :,

vary independently, for each of which primitive conditions are easily J

determined, and in each of which the several courses of specialization

are easily traced, I have often been able to put forth conclusions

based on the cumulative testimony of several parts. I have attempted

to find such genealogic evidence as is preserved—not to create any

—

and have been content to drop, without any suggestion that might

hinder future studies, cases in which evidence from wings alone seemed

insufficient. But 1 have not hesitated to indicate relationships when 1

these seemed well evidenced by the facts of venation.

4. Following my morphological stud}" of the order with a review of

its members, as distributed among the several families and genera, I Ij

mention some facts which might themselves serve independently as

;

biological indications of specialization:

(a) A large group of closely related species, numerically dominant

in \t^ proper range, indicates the culmination of some type of speciali-

zation. This may affect either the nymph or the adult or both.

{h) Small and scattered genera, which include only the more rare and

delicate species, are pretty apt to be the conservators of numerous
generalized characters. However, since development has not stood

still with any species, certain marks of specialization will also always-

appear.

"Trans. Amer. Ent. Soc, XX, pp. 162-169. The papers therein discussetl, together'

with the few referred to in footnotes to these pages, constitute the whole of tiie use-'

ful literature of Odonate venation, hence no bibliographic list is hereto appended.
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(c) Set apart from any group its dominant forms and there will

remain those members of it which most closely ally the group with its

neighbors.

:>. What of genealogies based on external characters?

In this paper we have been dealing almost entirel}^ with external

characters—superficial characters, viewed from the standpoint of the

physiologist. But hard parts, though dead, are the enduring mold
iin which the living being is cast, and represent the outcome of its

struggle with environment. Therefore we may make more use of the

principle of natural selection than is usually possible in the ordinar}^

iinorphological work, having frequent recourse to the almost axiomatic

principle that "useful structures once acquired will not be lost (other

things being equal) in a single series, unless replaced by more advan-

tageous structures." This is but a partial paraphrase of the more
fusual statement of the principle of natural selection, which mav itself

fbe condensed into three words—utility determines survival.

I In order to apply this principle, we have, therefore, to know that

[the structures whose development we are tracing are useful struc-

ftures. The proof of their utility may be derived from various sources.

;Take, for illustration, the brace to the stigma, which, we have seen, is

[developed from an ordinary cross vein:

I (a) Its efficiency may be demonstrated mechanically. This I have

'not done, though it would not be diflicult.

(h) It may be demonstrated experimentally. This I have done (on

Agrioninas) by cutting out a little piece of the brace in each wing and

noting the resulting weakening of flight.

(c) It is demonstrated biologically by the success in life of those

forms which possess the brace. They are the dominant members of

their respective groups, being in numbers of species and of individuals

vastly in the majority. With creatures absolutely dependent on their

wings in mating, in feeding, and in escaping their enemies, this is

ample demonstration of the efficiency of the wings as a whole, and,

incidentall}^, of each part that is found here better developed than in

the less successful members of the series. While this proof is less

specific, while one may not learn from it the contribution any one

structure has made to the excellence of the wing as a whole, it is the

real proof after all.

(d) I ask no better proof of the efficiency of any structure than is

furnished by its repeated independent development in those forms

which are acknowledged to be the most specialized members of the

several groups.

By these means we may arrive at some knowledge of the efficiency

even of structures about whose use we know so little as we do of the

several parts of the insect's wing.

The application of the principle above stated furnishes the means
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for critical determination of the course of specialization. For instance,

forms with unbraced stigma are not to be derived directh^ from other

forms which have the sti^^ma braced; and so for every other useful

structure; and so for every stage in the development of each. When
the records of the several parts (or of the several organs) agree, the

arrangement of forms is simple enough. When they conflict—when

one form is specialized in this character and the other in that—we

are dealing with diflferent lines of development, and the group is to

be divided on the most ancient or fundamental character concerned.

When a num])er of characters in disagreement seem of equal impor-

tance, with no preponderance of evidence in favor of any one as a

basis for a first division, only a tentative arrangement of the groups,

subject to change after study of other parts (or organs), is possible.

Even when a number of characters are studied and all are in accord,

and a small group may be arranged with confidence, evidence from

additional parts or organs may show the group to be somewhat less

homogeneous than it at first appeared. It is obvious that in a genea-

logic study that organ or part is most valuable which possesses the

largest number of characters of which one may be sure he knows both

primitive form and secondary conditions and characters, which may
var}' independently.

It is probable that every single functional organ exhibits develop-

mental features that are characteristic of even the smallest groups, and

that the true record of relationships is preserved in ever}" organ if we
could but read it. While a classification based upon a single organ

is necessarily incomplete, the necessity for the incompleteness arises

out of our inal)ility to interpret or even to see the significant features.

While a classitication based on one organ is necessarily incomplete,

it is not necessarily incorrect. It will at least be self-evident that the

classification which must prevail because it expresses the concurrent

record of all the parts will l)e hastened by the serious and careful

study of each character singly, to determine the facts of its origin,

development, and utility, and to trace these facts to their logical and
necessary conclusions.

6. This is only a beginning of what should be done in the study of

the venation of the order. The distinctive group characters need to be

known, not for whole wings alone, but for every part of the wings.

The results worked out in this paper are not specific enough to meet
at least three immediate, practical needs. It is frequently necessary

to determine fragments of wings:

((/) In food studies,

Q}) In the study of unknown nymphs, whose developing wings con-

tain the full outline of the venation of the imago. Such wings are

often imperfectly preserved and are to be removed only in fragments.
Their correct determination makes the most exacting demands on one's

knowledge of venation.
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(c) In the study of fossils, that are oftener fragmentaiy than other-

wise and that present no other characters so well preserved. From

the standpoint of pure science, the need of better knowledge is greatest

'here. The present systematic arrangement of the known fossil Odo-

nata is a miserable jumble, and some statements that have been drawn

from it in a number of l)ooks and papers on geographic distribution

!are quite misleading. Instances have already been cited of fossil

'forms that are referred to the wrong suborder. There have been some

greater and manv lesser unnecessarv errors of reference. LiheUuUum

\lcaupii Westwood is probably not a dragonfly at all, while Heniei^o-

loides gigantens Buckman is a dragonfly of the subfamily hopldehinse,

(as may be seen by comparing Buckman's figure with the forewing of

'fig. 31), and not a huge hemerobian, as has been supposed. Lihellu-

liuiii agrias Westwood belongs in the ^Eschnidfe, being in every detail

that Westwood figured diametrically opposed to Libellulida?. Lihel-

\lMlium antiquum Brodie belongs in the ^I^schnidiina^, and so also does

[
the ^Eschna fmdersiensis Woodward. The only fossil ^Eschna that

I

seems to fit that name in the modern sense of it is ^K soUda Scudder.

: ^schna separata Scudder and jEsclina metis Heer, especially the latter,

which was improperly removed to Ayiax by Hagen, will go in lloplo-

na^schna. ^Eschna perainpla Brodie and ^Eschna hageni Heer, judged

'I
by poor figures, will hardly go in the iEschninie. Stenogompkus car-

'

Moni Scudder," which was independently determined by the two most
'

distinguished students of the Odonata, de Selys and Hagen, to be

nearest Gomphoides stigmatus (Plate XXXIII, fig. 2) among living

forms, and which stands as the only known American fossil Gomphine,

is in fact a Libellulid in every line, and had the hind wing been pre-

served no one would have thought it a Gomphine.

While it would be manifestly impossible, owing to defective preser-

vation, to refer fossils, in most cases, to genera of such thin cleavage

as modern practice allows for recent species, it is very obvious that

a new study of the types of the older authors would help much toward

a better arrangement of our system. New figures of these are espe-

cially needed. Mr. Scudder\s figures are the only ones that I have

found entirely reliable. All others show omissions or alterations of

unnoticed characters of critical importance. For instance, the oblique

vein, even in Hagen's drawings, is rarely shown. This is not surpris-

ing, so long as it was regarded merely as one of a row of cross veins;

buT it is disconcerting in a study made from the ontogenetic stand-

point. When the structural characters that are actually preserved ])y

fossils alreadv in collections have been fully interpreted, we shall

know much more concerning the history of the group. Generalisa-

tions can not safely proceed faster than the development of real

knowledge.

"Bull. 93, U. S. Geol. Surv., pp. 12-15, pi. i, % 1-
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES.

Pi..\TE XXXI. Nyinj)hal wings (photomicrographs).

Fig. L Wings of Gontphna dexcrijdus Banks, nymph full grown.

2. Wing of Lestes r-ectcmgularis Say, grown nymph, showing the radial sectof

attached to the median trachea.

8. Portion of hind wing of young nymph of Anax Junius Drury, previous to thi

development of any veins, showing the first indications of bridge, trianglfl

and anal loop.

Pi.A'i'K XXXII. Nymphal wings (photomicrographs).

Fig. 1. Small portion of wing of a nearly grown nymph of Anax Junius Drury, witl

veins developing, showing the formation of the radial supplement {i

supj)l. ) and of the brace vein between veins A/^ and Af^.

2. The basal part of the fore wing of a nymph of Lanthus parvulus Selys, show-j

ing the formation of the arculus and the triangles,

o. The nodal region of the same wing, showing the formation of the bridge and

the obli(ine vein.

Plate XXXIIL

Fig. 1. W^ings of (joiiij>Iins dilalatus Hamhur.

2. Wings of Gomphoides stigmatus Say.

3. Wings of AphjiUa producta Selys.

Plate XXXIV.

Fig. I. Wings of CycJopJiyUa diphylla Selys.

2. Wings of Proijomplms ohscurux Rambur.

3. Wings of Gomphidia sp?

Plate XXXV.

Fig. 1 . Wings of Gomphus vulgatissimus Linnaeus.

2. Wings of Hemigomphus ochraceus Selys.

3. Wings of Lanthus parculus Selys.

Plate XXXVI.

Fig. 1. Wings of Ttichopteri/x ihorqii Selys.

2. Wings of Ulula sp ? (from Brazil).

3. Hind wing of JL'tnianax epldppigcr Burmeister.

Plate XXXVII.

Fig. 1. Wings of GomphxschnafurciUata, Say.

2. Wings of Hasixsclina Janata Say.
3. Wings of Boyeria Irene Fonscombe.

Plate XXXVIII.

Fig. 1. Wings of lloplonasclma armata Hagen.
2. Wings of Brachytron pratense Miiller.

3. Wings of .Eschnopldebia anisoptera Selys.

Plate XXXIX.

Fig. 1. ^Xings oi NasUvschnnpentacantha Rsimhur.
2. Wings of Staurophlehia reticulata Burmeister.
3. Wings of Gynacantha trifida Rambur.
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Plate XL.

Fig. 1. Wings o

2. Wings o

3. Wings o

[Fig. 1. Wings o

2. Wings o

3. Wings o

JFig. 1. Wings o

2. Wings o

;!. AVings o:

Fig. 1. Wings o:

2. Wings o:

3. Wings (

Fig. 1. Wings o

2. Wings o

3. Wings o

Fig. 1. Wings o

2. AVings o

3. Wings o:

[Fig. 1. Wings o

2. Wings o

3. Wings o

I

Fig. 1. Wrings o

2. Wings o

3. Wings o

Fig. 1. Wings o

2. Wings o

3. Wings o

iFig. 1. Wings o

I

2. Wings o

3. Wings o:

jEschna californica Calvert.

^Eschna ingens Ranibur.

Ana.v Junius Drury.

Plate XLI.

Synihemis brevistyla Selys.

Dldj/mops transversa Say.

Palicophlebia superstes Selys, female.

Plate XLII.

NeocorduUa androgynis Selys.

Oxygastra curtisii Dale.

Hemicordulia tau Selys.

Plate XLIII.

Gomphomacromia paradoxa Brauer.

Nannothemis bella Uhler.

Perithemis domllia Drur}-.

Plate XLIV.

Agrionoptera insignis Rambiir.

Anatya guttata Erichson.

Raphismia bispina Hagen.

Plate XLV.

Pseudophlebia )ninima Kirby.

Diplacodes parvula Ram bur.

Mesothemis simplicicolUs Say.

Plate XLYI.

Macrothemis celeno Selys.

Cellthemis eponina Drury.

Leucorhinia intacla Hagen.

Plate XLVII.

Pachydiplax longipennis Burmeister.

Ephidatia longipes Hagen.

Paltothemis Uneaiipes Karsch.

Plate XLVIII.

Orthemis ferruginea Fabricius.

Belonia uniformis Kirby.

Libcllula pulchella Drury.

Plate XLIX.

Schizopyga lucilfera Selys.

TauriphUa ip]iigenia Hagen.

Tramea onusta Hagen.
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Plate L.

Fig. 1. Wings of Trithemis sp?

2. Wings of Uracis sp?

3. Wings of Pantala flavescens Fabricius.

Plate LI.

Fig. 1. Wings of Pseudophxa ochracea Selys.

2. Wing of EpaUage fatima Charpentier.

3. AVings of Cynnocharis valga Neerlham.

4. Wing of //«"/.rn?ia sp? (from Brazil).

5. Wing of Rhlnociipha (rifasciataf Selys.

6. Wing of Arrhilesies grandii Earnbur.

7. Wing of Mcgdkstes major Selys.

8. Wing of Mecistogaster lueretia Drury.

Plate LII.

Fig. 1. Wing of Micromerus hlandus Selys.

2. Wing of Libellago callgala Selys.

3. AVing of Pseiulophaca sp?

4. Wing of EpaUage fatima Charpentier.

5. Wing of Rhinocypha sp?

Plate LIII.

Fig. 1. Wing of Leste.'i tricolor Erichson.

2. AVing of Palxmna sjif (from Trinidad).

3. AA'ing of Platgsticta macv.lata Selys.

4. AA'ing of Philogenia sp?

5. Wing of Argia fumipennis Burmeister.

6. AVing of Heteragrion flavovittutum Selys.

7. AVing of Agriocnemis pulverulans Selys.

S. AA'ing of Amphipteryx agrioides Selys.

Plate LIA\

Fig. 1. Wing of Tatocnemis malgassica Kirby.

2. AVing of Dispuroneura sp?

3. Wing of Idioneura ancilla Selys.

4. Wing of Genoneitra carnatica Selys.

5. AVing of Hesperagrion heterodoxum Selys.

6. Wing of Enallagma annexum Hagen.
7. AVing of Eryihragrion salvum Hagen.
8. Wing of Nehaltennia irene Hagen.
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Dragon-fly Wing Venation.

For explanation of plate see page 762.
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Dragon-fly Wing Venation.

For explanation of plate see page 762.
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Dragon-fly Wing Venation.
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Dragon-fly Wing Venation.

For explanation of plate see page 762.
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Dragon-fly Wing Venation.

For explanation of plate see page 762.
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Dragon-fly Wing Venation.

For EXPLAXATION of plate see page 762.
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Dragon-fly Wing Venation.

For explanation of plate see page 762.
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Dragon-fly Wing Venation.

For explanation of plate see page 762.
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Dragon-fly Wing Venation.

For explanation of plate see page 762.
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Dragon-fly Wing Venation.

For explanation of plate see page 763.
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Dragon-fly Wing Venation.

For explanation of plate see page 763.
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Dragon-fly Wing Venation.

For explanation of plate see page 763.
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Dragon-fly Wing Venation.

For explanation of plate see page 763.
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Dragon-fly Wing Venation.

For explanation of plate see page 763.
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Dragon-fly Wing Venation.

For explanation of plate see page 763.
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Dragon-fly Wing Venation.

For explanation of plate see pace 763.
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Dragon-fly Wing Venation.

For explanation of plate see page 763.
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Dragon-fly Wing Venation.

For explanation of plate see page 763.
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Dragon-fly Wing Venation.

For explanation of plate see page 763.
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Dragon-fly Wing Venation.

For explanation of plate see page 764.
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